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PREFACE
^ossr

7

I

This..rep9rt draws upon experience, insight, and

analysis most,Aeherously provided by a ,great number of

people: . those who had conducted the prgjects we chose to

review; those who commented upon an earlier working paper;

strategkcally located federal officials who responded:to our

requests tOr :information and .various members of the tele=

communications and other research communities.,, ?k- do not

acknowledge them individually only because a list of more

than one hundred names would be indigestible .led it would be

Ilkfair to single out a few. Our colleagues Red Burns, Eileen

Connell, and Ben Park made.substantial coneribUtione to this

stud, as did Bob Johansen, Dick Orr, Marty Robbins,

Pprcy Tannenbaum who acted as consultants.

. The project was fUnded by the National

and

Science

Foundation under grant number APR-77-18697. We are most

grateful for the interest and support, of Dr. Charles

Brownstein .as 'program' manager. Responsibility ffor any

sniortcomih§s in the project and for the interpretation

offered in this report rests solely with the authors.

i i i
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CHAPTER 5NE

Introduction

. c

I.

o

.

In troducing a new telecommunication system is a much

more complex 'and difficult undertaking than is generally

acknowledged in the report literature. Indeed, project

reportt very rareli discuss the prbblems which were

;encountered ,during. the implementation of field trials and

demonstration. projects.

Lack 'of appreciation for such difticulties is doubly

unfortunate. On the part of initiators of field trials and

their sponsors, 'it makes failure more likely. On the part of

outside observers, it makes it harder to. understand past

patterns of success and failure.

This report 'treats problems arising in the

implementation of '_field trials and demonstration projects

built around .interacti4 telecommunication systems. It is

intended,.primarily,. for individuals who are about to assume

responsibility for the implementation of such projects. For

this ,reason, it ,emphasizes those practiCal issues and

problemt which a manager i1.ikely to encounter in getting a

fieYd, trial of' demonstra ion project up and going. The

sycondary alidiencefor- t e report includes policymakers and

researcher who are conc rned with implementation \.problems

because they may influencer research findings; inform policy

decisions; and/or pretent good research and policy studies

trompever taking place.
,
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The purpOse ,ot our', study wab Lo :learn tiom the

implementation of'past projects and to synthesize findings in

a way .which Would be useful to future projects. It was( not

our purpose to condutt a critical evaluation. (OcCaSionally,'

in our analysis, was helpful, to distinguish Between

projects which were, and were not, successfully implemented:

In such cases our 'criterion 'was whether the procegs of

implementation was considered a success.by the initiators of

'the project in question.)

Find,ingtare based on a review of approximately 45 U.S.

based interactive telecommunicatiOns projeciss Most were

held, trials and demonstration prOjects, although a few

others were added for purposes of ,comparison.' Chapter Two

of this report, titled Glossary of Protects, provides a list

of theprojects,,together with a feW basic facts about each.

The projects to which we directed our study fell into

three groups, generally 'referred" to as telemedicine,

te1econferencin9, and two -way applications of cable tele-

vision. The descriptors are reasonable'in that they identify

clusters which have a clear meaning to most peop.e who are

working in the ti.eld. They are, however, unsuitable frir

tlassiticatory purposes since they are of different logical

types. Many projects would be listed under more' than one

heading: Telemedicine refers primarily to tht activity which

ycnrrates a need for communication, i.e., delivery of health,

care,. Existing telemedicine projects emplcty a variety of

interactive media to deliver health care and provide.

training.

'For example, the Dow Chemical, ERDA, .First National
City Bank, and GSA teleconferencing servicet and the Irvine
Two-Way Cable '.'Project were 'intended only to meet needs
arising in a service context.

2
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'''Teleconferenci_65 refers to 'the use .to which the

telecommunication sygtem is put, i.e., discussion among three

Or more people at two or more locations. 'Teleconferencing

may involve e0ducational, administrative, sales or other4.
activities anew it, too, may be conducted' through a yariety of

interactive media.

As it-suggests, the terfi two-way. applicatiods of cable

television refers to the means by which the communication is

transmitted. The applications may arise in the delivery of

health care, educational, legal, or other services.

Since the term implementation ,is 'used differently in

different fields, our own usage 'may\ require clarification.

We refer to the process. which starts with the outline design

Of a telecommunication field trial or demonstration project

.(si h as is typically found in a proposal for funding) and

continues through the more detailed design, installatiOn, and

modification of the technical system, ending when utilization

of the system is sufficient to meet the prOject's objectives

(or when the project is abandoned). In this sense,

implementation is a broadly defined, multi-phased' process

encompassing social, technical, and organizational aspects.

The implementation period may .vary from several weeks to a

few years.

We use the term system in several ways: referring to

the technical system; to the larger -system which also

includes the people using the equipment to provide a service;

an8 to the organizational or community systems of which

interdependent groups of users are the components. We use

. the *Ern service in referring both to the communications'

service made possibly by the telecommunication system affd the

higher) level service, e.g., health care, which generates the

need for communication. The context will ma-p the particular

usage of system or service clear.

b
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sources of intormation our study were as

tollows: (1) research papers and.qther repoFts issuing from

the projects in our sample; (2), face-to-face meeting's with

project managers, and other'. staff at pore than 50% of the
projects mentioned in the, Glossary; (3)a questionnaire .to

all the projects (over 70% responded); (4) written and verbal

reactions to a ,,,wOrking paper issued halfway through the
A

irogecf; (5) the research literature in this and Closely

related fields, and; (6) meeticigs with consultants to. our

project. The gathering of data was terminated in the summer

ot 1978'. Results of the study have already ' been,,-w/4idely

disseminated; particularly through an e.arriermwprking

i,aper
2

and a draft of this final report printed in

October 1979.

This report is presented in narrative form to make it
I I

as readable as 'possible., Supporting evidence, further disi

cussion of some theoretical points, citations from research

.literature, and comments by readers about the earlier working

paper are presented in a forthcoming supplement Which is

written as a commentary O'pon\this report.

It will probably be Usetul for us to provide some

readers with fuller descriptions Of a few projects, s?) as' to

illustate the contexts witti4n which implementation issUest

arise. 'Chapters'Three, Fours and Five each provide one such

case' study. These three studies are not intended to be

representative; there is no way that such a small: number

could`be. No significance should be read into the fact that

adminfstratiVe teleconferencing is omitted; nor into the fact

that the two-way television application was abandoned, while

the two audio applicalons were successful.

2Ihtecactive Telecommunication Systems: "A Working
Paper_ on_ Implementation Prdblems, Martin Elton and John
Carey, The Alternate Media Center, February 1978.

4
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_CHAPTER TWO

vGlossary of Protects

"Se-projects on whfch .our study drew _are listed below

in alphabetie,;1 order by?state or region.

Telemedicine
---------

1. Alaska ATS-6 Health Care Delivery Demonstration.

Multi-Site, interactive television via satellite for the

delivery of health services and training. , Information

Contact; Martha Wilsdn, M.D., Alaska Area Native Health

Service, P.O. Box)7-741, Anchorage, Alaska 99510-:

2. Veterans Administration ATS-6 Health Care Experiment in

Appalachia. Multi-site, -interactive television via

satellite,, fOr the delivery of health services., "'grand

rOdnds, and Computer-assisted instruction. Information

.Contact: Robert Shamaskin, Learning esources Service,

'Veterans Administration, 810.Vermont Avenue, Washington,

D.C. 20420.-

3. STARPAHC, Space Technology Applied to Rural Papago

Advanced Health Care, Tucson, Arizona. Multi-site

(including.a mobile unit) interactive television via

microwave for the delivery of health care. Information

Contact: James W. Justice, 114.D., Medical Director,

Public Health Service, Indian Health Service, Tucson,

. Arizona 85726.

4: Dade County Prison Medicaf Service, Dade County,.

Florida. r.Multi7site interactive television, slowscan

1
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television and audio links

delivery of health care to

Intormation Contact: Jay H. S

o Miami, School of Medicine,

33125.

vi,a microwave for the

a prison population.

anders,. M.D., University

Cdral ' Gables, Florida

'5. Jacksonville Telemedicine Net
t

work,

Florida: Multi-site interacts

microwave for the delivery of health

ve, television .via

care. Information

ctor, Duval CountyContact: Samuel Rowley, M.D., Dire

Health Department, Jacksonville, Florid

6. Garfield-Betharl BrethreK-Hospitals, C

Multi -site Picturephone® interaction

J 32202.

hicago, Illinois.
A

'for medical

consultation, conferencinq, and transmission of medical

records. Intormation Contact: Dr. Vernon Showalter,
..

Beth-any Brethren Hospital, 3420 West Van Buren Street,

Chicago, Illinois 60624.' .
.

7 Cook _______County Hospital, Department of Urology

Picturephone® Network! Multi-site picture telephone
k

interactioh for the improvement of health care and
,

administrative inf9rmation exchange. formation,-In

Contlact: Irving Bush, M.D., Department of

Cook .County Hospital, 1825 West Harrison

Chicago, Illinois 60612.

UrolOgy,

Street,

8 Illinois Department of 'Mental Health Network, Ch icago,

Illinois. Multi-site picture telephone interaction

psychiatric consultation and treatment and the' each

of medical infortmation, Information ontact: Will

Lewis, Coordinator, Administrative -S rvices, Ming

for

ange

iam

IS

State Psychiatric Institute, 1601 W.' Taylor Street

Chicago, Illinois 60612. k

9. Blue Hill-Deer Isle Interative Television Project,

Blue Hill, Maine. Two-site interactive television via

microwave .tor the.delivery of health care and medical

'training. Intormation Contact: Richard Britt, M.D.,

6
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Blue Hrll Memorial, Hospital, _Blue Hill, game t4614.

10.. Interactiv'4 Telecormunicatidn System_lor:centralMaine,

Multi-site int,eraeCive television via microwave for ti-w

delivery of health care and mdical education.

Information Contact: Robert Cowan, Medical :Care

Development, Inc., 295 water Street; Augusta,* Maine

04330.
#

11'. Rural Health Associates, Interactive Medical Microwave

Television, Farmington, Maine. Mu'Itt-site interaetive

telelision -via microwave for the delivery of health
-1/

care, medical education,, and persona]. support for

medical personnel in a dispersed rural pra1tice.
-00

.Intormatidn Contact: David C; Dixon, M.D., Rural

Health Associates, Farmington, Maine 04938.

12. Massachusetts General Uospitql. Telemedicine Pro, et,

Boston, Massachusetts. Multi-site int activu

television via microwave for the . deliver of hea-lth

care and medical training. Infor ion Contact:

Kenneth T. Bird, M.D., Medical'S,tat , Tower Building,

Logan International Airpoet oston, Massachusetts

02128.

-13. Nursing Home Telemed ine Prolect, Boston, Massa-

chusetts. e telephone interaction (voice and

telemetry) the delivery of health care. Information

Contact: Dr. Roger Mark, Department of Electrical

Engineer,ing, Massachusetts Institute' of Technology,

Cambridge, Massachusetts

14. Cambridge Telemdicine ,Project, Cambridge, 'Massa-

chusetts. Multi-site interactive television set up for

purposes of comparison with an ordinary telephone in

the delivery_ of health care to neighborhood clinks.

InformationsContact: Gordon T. Moore, M.D., Cambridge

'Telemedicine Project, Cambridge Hospital, 1493 Camhuidge
I

Street, fambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

7
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P). Lakeview' Clin'ic Bi-Directional Cable_TektNislonSym,

WacOnia,e Minnesota.. Multi-site, interactive televiSion

N./4.i cable tor" tie delivery of health ,caresand'medical.

training. InfOrmation ContactVn Wempner, M.D.,
4

Lakeview Clinic 609 -West. 'First,' Waconia,

1)

d

P

, -

Minnesota
,

55387.
- .

16. N
,

aska Neterans
...

NebraSka. Multi- site interactive television via
.

.

, 4! ,

miCro*ave for the delivery of- and ppychAatric
.

Adthinistration- Network, , 'Omaha,

care, medical and 4nOnTmedical,education, `and-for .stAff

le, coordination.' Informatori -Contact: F: Gust,

M.D., ityksoc 'Chief of Staff fOr Educatton, °Mahe(

Veteran$ .,10ministration Bosrqtal, Omaha, 'Nebraska

68501.
, ..

1-/...InteraCt,\ BaRpshi:r.eaermont Medical

Television Network, Hannover, New Hamp'bhire. 'Multi -site
. . .

interactivk teIevis.io:n- via microwave fot medical

.
consultation and leaching, non-mediCal education, and

- conterencing.. Information.; Contact: Marshall KruMpe,

Dire to,, Interact, .

.

Dartmouth, \ Medical, School,

D tment cq Community Medicine, HanoAr, New,
.

Hampshire'63755.-;

18. :Mount Sinai-Waver- Bi-Directional Cable Project, New
._,

York; New ork. Two-site interactive telewision4via

.tor the' delivery of pediatifc services to an

city nerghborhoOd. Information Contact: Carter

M.D., .DirectOr, Offieof' 14-imary Health

Medical cho.51.,, 100

-\

New InteraCtive'

i9.

cable

inner

L. MarShall,

Care Education, New Jersey Bergen

Street, Newark,,N.J. 07103.

Case- Western .Reserve' Telemedicine lkorop'ct, Q1eveland,

'Ohio, Two-site interactive television via laser and

cable' for- the delivery of anesthsioro4ical care.

Information onacto J.S. Gravellstein, 'M.D., Director,
,

Department of Anesthesiology, School. of Medicine; Case-
. /-

art
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At-

/)Ow/Western University, 2040 Adelbt.:rt Road, Cleveland, Ohio

44106.

20. Ohio Valley Medical Micrdwilve\Television.System,

,Columbus, Ohio. :Multi-site interactive television via

microwave, for the del ioery of medical and psychiatric_

care, administrative communication and medical training
f

to Ohio's Appalachian- Region. Information Contact:

Ronald A: Black, Directot, Ohio-,Aialley, -Medical
t

Microwave Television System, 353 Grosvenor Hall,

Athens, Ohio 45701.
I

.Telecohferencina

i. Dow Chemical Co., Video Conferencin3, Midland,

Michigan 'and Freeport, Texas., Two-site video,

conferencing( between Dow headquarters and, one Dow

fatility Qia full 4..5 MHz television lines. lnfot-

mation Contact: Gordon Lee, Commercial Markytin9

Division, Dow Chemical 'Company, 2020 Dow Center,

Midland, Michigan 48640.

-Educational' Telephone Netwolr, Madison, Wisconsin._

Multi -site (over 00 loca4tiohsi audio- conferencinq for

fa .education -via ted telephone lines. Some sites
it

can 'send and t electro-writer grap 'hics. Intor-
.

nation Contatt:' Dr.- Lopne ,Parker, University ,o1

Wisconsin=&3ctension, .975 Observatory Drive, Madison,

Wiscpsin 53706.

3) Electronic Information 'ExchangeAL - System
.

Multi-project, computer conferencing developed and

administered by the New Jersey, Institute of Tpchnology.

Information, Contact; Dr. Murray Turott, New Jersey

Institute of Technblogy, 367 High Street, Newark, New

Jersey 07102.

ERDA Visual Conferencin9 Service. Two -site video- ,

contei.encing via microwave tletween U.S.. Department of

411
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1p(rqy headquarters in Washington, D.C.-and Germantown,

Maryland. _., Information Contact: Mr. Robert Lewis, ERDA

. visual, Conterenciing Service, U.S. Department' of 'Energy,

Germantown,'Maryland 20767.

First National City Bank Video Conferencing. Two-site,

video-conterencihg via microwave between lonk branches

In Nei./ York City. Information Contact: Mr. Theodore

W anyski, Audio Visual Service, Fiist National City-Bank,
4

i39 Park Avenue (3ith.Floor)',-New Y N.Y. 10016.

L. General Services Administration Telecon4rencin9. ,

Mi.ulti-site audio-conterencing, via telephone lines at
f q ,.

GbA regional locations throughout the U.S. Inf)Dormation

Contact: Mr: W.F. Mulhall*, Jr., Chief of Marketing

BCdnch (CPSM), General Services Administration, 18th I, F

street N.W. (Room 1227), Washington, D.C. 20405.

7. National * Aeronatitics and Space Administration

Teleconferencing.
as

. Multi-site audio-conferencing via

telephone lines at .regional locations throughout the

U.S. IntormJtion COntact: Mr. Samuel Fordyce, NASA

Teleconferencing Project, NASA Headquarters, Washington,

20546.

b. New York . Metropolitan Rdgional Council IhIRCTV).

Multi-site interactive television via microwave for

education and conferencing by government employees.

Information ontact: Ms. Mary Harris, President, New

York Metropot tan Regional Council TV Network, 1 World

Trade Center (Room 2437), New York, New YorX 1048.

9 Phoenix Criminal Justice System Picturephonee Project.

Multi-site interactive televisiop via picture telephone

for inmate consultations wiith public defenders, remote

testimony' and, administrat'i,ve information exchange.

Information Cdntac At-. 'Robert Carlburg, Court

Adminietrator', Tice, l'9 West Jefferson Street,

Superior Court Building., Phoenix, Arizona 85003.

10 .
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JO. turephone094 eeting Service. ,Mulii-site, public

video-conferencigg (commercial television bandwidth)

provided by the Bell System for, business meetings and

othei- applic,ationg dt determined by the individual

user. InformationiContact: Mr. *man Weber, Manager,

'Teleconferencing Services, AT&T, Basking Ridge, NW
Jersey 07920.

11. Planet. Multi-siteltomputer conferencing developed and

administered ..as trial- service by the Institute for

the 'Faure, Palo Alto, California. (Now

. service offered. by %another. company.)

Contact: .Dr. .Robert Johansen, Institute for the

Future, 2740 Sam'- Hill ,Road, Menlo Park, 'California

94025.

Uhion Trust Company Audio Contei-encing. Two-site

audio- conferencing -,via 5 .KHz simplex lines dater

changed to 3 KHz'duplex lines) between bank branches in

Stamford and'.Ne Haven: ConnecticUt. Information

a commercial

Information

.Contact: Mr. Joseph Tomey, Union Trust Company, '09

Bennett's Faim Road, Ride pfield, Connecticut 06877.

Two-Way!Amlications of 'Cable Television

1. Irvine El Schools Two-Way Television System.

MOlti-site interactive television via cable for

inter-school :educational' and recreational activities.

Information Contact: Professor Mitsaru Kataoka,,

Dickson Vid&O Arts LabOratory, University of,

at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 20024.

''2. Peofria Cable Televisiop Project. Multi-site inter-

activel- television via cable for education of the hands,-

. Capped in their homes. Information Contact: C,a le

Television information ,,Center, 2100 M Street N.h. ,

Washington, P.C.'20037.\''



kocktord Cable . P--Noject\,, Multi-site interactive

television via* cabl for training firemen and teachers.

Information* ContaCts: (r4: firemen training) Dr. Thomas

, Baldwin, Department of Radio and Television,j 322 Union
.

Building,. Michigan State University, Lansing, Michigan'

48,824; (re: teacher training) br. F: derald Klein,

School b1 Journalism' and Mass Communication, Universii

, of flinnesota, Minneapolis,-Minnesota 55455.

4. Project Tel-Catch, Amherst, New York,'. Multi-site

interactive telvison (downstream video .via cable;

upstream data via telephone lime) for education of the

handicapped in their homed. Information Contact: Dr.

James C. Marillo, Project Tel-Catch, 55 Elk Street (km.

115), Albany, New York 12234.

5. Philadelphia Police Department Two-Way Cable Television;

Multi -sife intereoctiye: television via dedicated cable

,network tor. pre-arraignment hearings, training of police

otti.cets, exchange of information, and other police wOrk.

in,t6rmatiom Contact: Mr. Joseph Paglia, Administrative

Analysis Division Supervisor, Police Headcivarters,

Franklin Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106.

r). Beading Two-Way_ Cable.Television. Multi-site interactive*

television; via cable for the exchange ot community

'intormat-ion and. deliyery of social service information to

srThior citizens. Information Contact: Ms. Red Burns,

Alternate Media Cepter, 'Niew York University, 144 Bleecker

York, Never York 100r2.

7.. Si...artanburg Interac:tive, Cable Television *-Expiiridient.'

Mufti -site interactive television for ,home-based

education,' training of daycare workers and delivery of

social. service infbrmation **to:, -senior citizens.

Intormation Contact:. Dr. Lucas, National

Te*.ticommunicaeions and Intormatibn Administration 1325 G

M.r42(t N.V..,-"Washington, D.C. 20504.

41k



CHAPTER THREE

The Nursing.Home Telemedicine Project

in Boston, Massachusetts

The Nursing Home ,Telemedicine project was based at

Boston City Hospital', :Boston, Massachusetts. It involved the

modest use of narrowb: telecommunications °(principally

ordinary .telephones and simkle medical tests, the results of

which could 'be tranSmitted over telephone .lines) within a

radiCally reorganized system for the delivery of,health care.

It. was c--sponsored principally by the N4tional Science

Foundation and wasIdesigned 'as a statiStilly rigorous field

experiment,, In research terms, it was decidedly successful:

statistically significant results were obtained- to clonvirm

.hypotheses thA the effectiveness of the deliyery system

would be improved and that Overall costs would be reduced.

(Thus, -the need to consider "tradeoffs" between these

variables was avoided.) It has, been successful in another

'Sense too, in that it successfully made the transition from

its field trial status and has been a regular operational

system since '1975. * While it has not yet been -imitated

elsewhere, so tar as we kno%4, it has almost certainly been

instrumental in the noticeible recent shift in attention from

broadban.d/to narrowband telecommunications within the health

Care arena.

.
3.1 Concept

The innovation was directed, toward the difficulty that

many nursing hives experience in obtaining_adequate Medical

13
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supervision tor:.their patients. This.resUlts in a widespread

use. or hospa.tal out,4,uatient departments and emergency wards.

. It necessitates heavy .utilization of expensive' ambulance

services and causes discontinuity of care.

The trial system comprised a-team of specially trained

nurse: practitioners, suvrvised by a hospital-based

physician, using the regular' telephone ogetner with certain

devices which could be attached to the to ephone network.

The concept was developed and the project led by Dr.

Roger G. Mark, someone who was unusually well qualified for

,work in telemedicine: )a practicing internist (now at

br,bton's Beth Israel Hospital) and a member of the faculty of

eloetrical engineering at MIT.

3.2 Pielimilnary Studies.

By the time the NSF-funded field trial started in 1973;

there had already been two to three years of separately

tunded preparatory work. In 1971, the Massachusetts'

Impartment-or Public Health had provided a $7,000 grant for

initlal#planning. In 1'972, the Tri-State Regional Medical

erogram had pkwided $25,000 tor ti-e training of an initial

group of nurse practitioners..au for a one-year pilot

program. The latter also recei d supplementary funding .of

.$10,000 from the:*edical FoundatiOn. Nor was the tinancial

tran8ftion trom the preliminary siUdies' tothe field trial

entirr-ely straighttorward. .The apprpach to NSF' was only madee,
atter ditticultie$ arose concerning anticipated funding ftam

H.
it is worth emphasizing that the preliminary planning

Listed longer than the tleld trial. The funding' noted above

amounts to about 15% of thp later grantfrom NSF (noted by
Shinn (1971 to.be -less than $300;000); and Oil" sub-

.;tanXially understates the pre-trial costs since'it omits the

two nursing positions. which Boston City HolopitWs Depirtmlent

of Nursing.proviiied forth pilot year.-

14
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)Three mayor preliminary activities may be noted:

"/'\-,-"41PN Initra4 program planning, started in 1971.
.

.

2. 'Traning of an initial group of nurse practition-
10.

4 ers, started.in 1971. ,

A twelve-month pilot study with two nurse practi-.

.
tioners and two part-time physicians, started in

V

S. , 'June 1972.

The pilot progect demonstrated the feasitlity of the

envisaged .system and reinforced impressions Concerning its

potential advantages. Shinn states: "The innovation was

clearly specified, and it did, got, ciplange during tte

experiment. Enough prior work had been done po that, it was

,enerally believed that the' organization And technolooiy were

pretty well optimized, so there were_ao significant presures

to improve or change either of them during the experimenthl

period" (Shinn' 1978).

3..3 Design of the System
3

The teleedicine system used in the trial may be

described in terms of its actorsits communications
.4

sub-system, and its operating principles. Changes which took -#

place af4r the trial will be noted latec.

The health cars team was led by 4a hospital based

n I

mediCal 'director, a- physician fly trained in internal

Teditiltoe. He had prime clinical responsibility for all

patients under the care of the program. /kdditional coverage

at nights and weekends was, provided by part-time internists.
.

.The team also ,.included four nurse practitioners- -

"individuals with extensive prior experience in adult and

geriatric nursing who had taken specialized advanced training

and who also-received several months Of on-the-job trainin .

.

3This, subsection' contains lengthy, almost verbatim
extracts from the.Final Report to NSF (Mark et al., 1976).
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the patients were certain -individusts entering or

returning into the care of those nursing 'Homesdesignated as

the "treatment group." There were ,two' routes into the

system: discharge from Boston City Hospital, the main-rout,e,

ankreterral by the Director of Nursing, at the nursing home,

it the patient was being admitted from_ home or from some

institution other than BCH. Whenever the patient or the

patien's family requested continuing medical care through

the telemedicine team,. following discussion of the program,

he or she was accepted into the program.

Other than manual records, there. were two major

eieMents in the team's' (internal) communications subsy5ytem:

clinical conferences At" the hospital on Wednesdays and the

regular telephone. (Regarding the latter, it may be noted

that the nurse practitioners were well trained and known

personally to .the physicians; the patients also were well

kgown; and the .majority of decisions related to the follow-up

of chronic disease or the management

illness.) 4 In 'addition, there were

tacsimilc transceivers ,tor the transmission of EKGs, progress

notes, doctor's orders, and prescriptions; a tone an5A voice

paging system to assure aVailability of a physician; portable

E4G machines; and telephone- coupled transmitterg4foe apasis

of the fbrictioning Of pacemakerg. A color Polaroid camera

was used occasionally to obtaina non-emergency subspecialty

consultation (in. dermatology, for example) without

of common acute

eelephone-doupled

teranspocting the patient. Certain of these components found
. .

riot to be cost-effectivb were eliminated later.

The telemedicine team ,provided 24-hour-per-days, seven-
* .

day-per-week coverage with one physician on call at all times

to respond to emergencies. 'Basic operatilt; principles were

,A6 lollows.- After the patient's transfer to the nursing

home, a completc.medical evaluation was ,performed by both the

Otrge praCIitioner and, later, by the physician.

16 .
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record was established, and a care plan and follow-up

visiting- schedule determined. Duplicate records -were

maintained at the hospital base ABS a reference for 'team

members.

The nurse practitioner visited each patient, at
2

intervals which depended upon the individual patient's

- clinical status and treatment plan. Thusf,some patients were

seen up to several times per week, while others-were seen at

monthly or longer, fhtorvals. (Maximum intervals between

visits are set by regulation - -one month for level, 2 and three

months for level 3.) Follow-upT examinations generally
.1

consisted Of.obtaining pertinent medical data by means of an

interval history, a physical examination, and laboratory

tests. Acute illnesses, accidents, and other emergencies

were evaluated initially by the nurse practitioners. Such

"unscheduled visits",comprised about one-third of all visits.

For many of the more common problems (heart failure,

diabetes, urinary tract infections, kpbeumonia, chronic lung

disease, stroke, etc.), protocols were developed to guide but

not restrict the nurse practitioners%

Medical data were recorded by the nurse practitioner in

the usual problem-oriented format as progress notes. On the

basis of her knowledge of the patient, and the current

medical observations, the _nurse practitioner had to make

certain decisions as outlined din Figure 3.1. She had to

decide in each case whether or not a physician consultation

was needed,and if so, What its urgency was. If no physician

coMNsultation were needed, one carbon copy of the progress

node was returned to the hospital office and entered into the

patiept's record. -Before:such notes were filed they were

reliewed by the'- responsible' phys'ician. Certain "low

priority" "management problems ,.could be deferred hor

17 4;
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diL:cussion at weukly clAnlvai eptilcIt.nccs, in .hich t. his cnt.)1(

health care team participated'.
-I \ .

. \
\

It ,the nurse left the problein was suilicintly serious _.

to Warrant a physician 's intervention, a telelphont

consultation ensued. On ,the basis of the nfOrration

transmittO, the physician either 0.nstituted an.appropriate
. f

change bf. orders via telephone or elected to evaluatethe

411E- patient directly in the 'nursing home. When the information,

transmitted in the consultation ildicated, an emergency

situation, the physician then arranged fpr an immediate

,aomission to the hospital.

It should be added that the nurse pract itioners, also
' undertook some education of nursing hoMe staff during their

visits.

-3.4 i-tsearch Design

The project lent itself to a strong "experimental

design: it .was possible to select' an appropriate control

group and tO obtain meaningful measures of effectiveness and

cost. The 95 nursing .homes served by BCH's -Continuing Care

*Unit were stratified on the basis of objective and subjective

`variabies-into 11 sub-groups. Within each stratum, nursing.

homes were randomly allocated to treatment or control status.

It was then necessary to negotiate, the participation of the
,

nursing homes in the study; those assigned to the "treatment

9roup" were more easily recruited because they stood to gain

medical care coverage. In all, 13 homes were recruited for

the "treatment group" and 11 for thecontrol group. Self-
.

selection may have caused a bias but none was obvious in

terms oL size and ownership variables. While those homes

which perceived a genuine, need to improve their medical.care

c(Juld be expected to be more eager to partidipate, the

r(.sulting bias would work to the disadvantage of the

18
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Unnecessary
Situation

/ 1covered specifically'
i by standing orders I

41Pt., stays in d

NH - changes I

1 in treatment I

1

as per
fs'tandiog orders)

I Nurse Practitioher performs I

I indicated examinations on I

patient

Its patient stable or improved
Ion current treatment program?

IP ientarays i NH. I

atment essentially'
lunchanged.

1 ac
NO

I ' what is the urgency of I

I physician consultation? I

I

I Low Priority
I

I DiscuSs the case I

)with M.i. at weeklyl
Iclinial conference'

Medium Priority
1 Obtain telephone
I Consultation same

day

I I urgent I

I I Immediate tele- I

I I consultation I

I I I

I-Pt .'stay's in NHIIPt. staysiT1140,1 IPt. evaluated by l
.INo major changeI I treatment

I I physiPian in NHI
I in treatment I I may change I I

Figuie 3.1.

IPt. stays in NH.1
I orders changed 1_

I Pt`. admitted 1

to the hospital!
1 I.

IPt. admitted I

Ito the hospital; !

DecisiOn matrix (from Market al., 1976).
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.innovation, thus, it would hot' endanger thc, %./111;iity ol

positive findings.

. Itwas also necessary to select patients.within the two

glroups. The selection -of the telemedicine patients was

ctescrkbed in the preceding sub-section. In additibn, a few

other patients with ,particularly.', difficult management

problems were accepted at the request of the nursing home or

the vatient's family. Patients in nursing homes in the

control,groCrp were accepted into the patient control group it

they had been discharged from BCE, if they had received

tollow-up care at its clinics or emergency ward, or if it

appeared likely they would make .use of its facilities.

Measures were developed and data gathering systems were

set up tb cover both quality of cve and costs. Both outcome

measures (e .g., hospitalization, change in functional dis-

ability level, mortality) and process measures (e.g., visit

interval distributions) were used in relation to quality of

care. In addition, subjective assessments of the trial

program were obtained by an outsIde group from a wide cross-

section of health professionals in the nursing homes, the

hospital, and the community.

Finally, the study was designed to document operational

characteristics'such as staffing requirements and technology

utilization. A computer simulation model was developed and

used to explore variations on the basic design.

3.5 Problems Du -ring the Project

Problems experienced during the field trial ,Wkre few

and not particularly: severe. In this connection-qmp may
-.4

note:
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. 1. The technology placed no serious (demands on its

g..,
users, wag,reliable and posed neithe't installation

nos accomi?lbdatoion probrems.

2. There was a separately.funded plann studY which

.1.ncluded'a pilot t-prdjectt
. .

,
.

,
3. The research design did not conflict with service

delivery objectives.

4 4The service delivery cpmponent .of the project team
Compiised only'a few people. As an "organization"

it was specially formed for the project.

O 5: ?roper provision was' made for the training of thei$

nurse practitioners in their, new jobs. (Six-to"

nine months on-th;-jo training was required,

it

following specialized ad wed training.)
,

Most of the lorpblems which did:o'arise*relaied to he
1 6

r remandsOT the research design. i
One'''Conserned the require-

m nt that the study and control populations be,identica17-
.

of en a difficulty in, real-world ; experiments , Another

rel tively ommion problem was incompleteness of data: the

full requjret ntsltilie too much for the nursing ,,.home ektati to

. ...

.

meet.

0 The project alto encountered a slower than anticipated

build-up of study patients. Three reasons were advanced for

44-

this;'two.resulted from "environmental" changes early in the
.

project and one from the threat which the trial posed to
_ .

!outside" actors. A policy decision by the city substan-
.

tlially reduced the occu ncy4 of' the hospital, ,hence the

number of patlents it barged to nursing homes. There was

also a sharp reduction in the use ,of its out-patient, Ocknics

following a change in' Massachusetts Medicall reimbursement

pdlicy for ambulance transport4idn.

Finally; there were the reac ions' of the community

physicians threatened with thegost of patiehts: theyv-ShoWed

a % considerable Veluctance ,to permit -transfer of their

.,,",

1
z
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p.atit_nts, even it this was suggested by nurs staff in the

homes, and they 'may have been reluctnt to use Boston/ City-

Hospital for fear of subsequently losing control of echeir

patients. The short-fall, however, imperilled neither `the -
tp

statistical validity ot.the rial nor the economic viability

. it sought to demonstrate.

3.6 ,Operation of the Innovationr--
The telephone was entirely satisfactory for.

communication between the nurse °practitioner and the

physician. On the average,nurAs spent 2 1/2% of their time

irk such communication ,(excluding Wednesdays when there were

regular colterences); they werer 'able to handle 90% of all

patient visits without intervention by the physician in

person or by telephone.

The portable EKG machines proved indispensible and the

number was increard to allOw one per nurse practitioner.

w,Usage of the rented facsimile equipment was low, however, and

it was removed at the end of the trial. Use of the Polaroid

camera was also given up.

It was determined that the maximum caseload a nurse

practittoner 'could effectively assume was 125 patients.

There was, however, some variability between nurses in this

respect and it took almost a year for this level of

prodtctivity to be attained.

3.7 Transitioh to a Regular Operating Basis

Results of the trial -successful. Statistically

sig niticant improvements in care with simultaneous reductions

ln cost were demonstrated. , (Thesesavings resulted primarily

from decreased utiliiation of hospital in-patient services.)

It was demonstrated that the program would be -self- supporting

at a reasonable rate of reimarsement for the 'services of the

nurse practitioners and physician assistants. (Both, types of

health professional are now employed in the program.)' It is

the Federal Medicare Program which normally <funds both

4

A
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services in nursing homes and in- patient hospital

costs; savings of more than,$600 per nursing home patient-

year would have accrued to it. . As a matter of policy,

however) it would not reimburse services provided by nurse

.practitioners or-physician assistan'ts.

Fortunately, the:MaSsachUsetts Medicaid Program and the

'Massachusetts Rate-Setting CoMmission agreed to fund the

prOgram for its patients. (These represented a majority of-

the(telemedicine patients.) The reimbursement tate is $20

vi.s4t and at this level the program is just aboutable-to

payits way.

There was significant turnover of staff at the end of

the gra'R't per .iod and some physician assistants were recruited

to the team. Seemingly, they air as effective as the nurse

practitioners.
Productivity, defined in terms of visits per

patient-month, was approximately thel same during the 1 1/4

years following the trial as during it. (The inference about

relative productivity implicitly assumes a ponqtant average

caseload.)
.

IIIP
Difficulty was experienced, however, in ' grating the

progrem into the existing clinical structures t Boston City

Hospital. The primary reason was unwillingness of hospital-

based physicians to assume the added responsibilities of

caring for nursing' home patients. The biggest'objections

were the need for night and weekend coverage a43d the

requirement to make personal'vi'sits td the nursing homes. It

appedted that the physicians who Chose to work in hospital

clinics or neighborhood health centers were unwilling to go

outside, the walls or to work more, than 35 hours a Week.

,Hence, the nursing home program fits much better into a

group practice setting where night and holiday coverage and

"home calls" are accepted responsibilities. A varied

clinical .experience for all team members is 'important--

ideaLly no more than about 50% of time should be spent on

23
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ilwork relat<ig. to nursing homes. A continued cl seassocia-

tion with a hospital ip of course'imporiant.
,,

At present, the program is imbedded ip a 'somewhat,

experimental gromp,practiceihich relates to the Beth Israel ..

Hospital. The practidlifocuses specifically on inner. city

patients, particularly the elderly, chronically ill, home-
I

bound and those confined to,nursing homes,: The nursing home
--,..

.

program comprises about one-third tO one-half the total work.

The project continues to go well.

.

I
I
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Educational:Tejephone Network

at the University or Wisconsin-Extension

.4

The Educational Telephlone Network at the University of

Wisconsin-Extension, which started in 1965, uses dedicated

telephone lines to bring interactive' audio ihstruction o

more than 33,000 students each rear. Students take fle

teiemediated courses at sole 200 locations, throughout t1-1

state of Wisconsip. Since 1969, the 'Educational Telephone

Network (ETN).hag been supplemented by a sister network, the

Statewide Extension EduCation Network (SEEN), which utiltios a

dedicated 'telephone network to pro ide ;interactive audio

instruct...40n pluS simple, graphics (wh'pever the instructor

writes on ,a pad is seen by the students), .primarily for

engineering and business courses. Topether, they form the

largest and most sophisticated telephone-based educationa,1

delivery system inkthkUnited States.

4.1 Ear:1x History

The Educational ,Telephone Network grew out of an

e*isting extension program at the University of Wisconsin.

It was preceded by several small scale uses of tele-

conferencing lay the university extension program over 'a

period of three o'r four years. The.telephone network, as

originally set up, had 18sitet: It was intended to be an

operational system from the very beginning, and all of the

'major figures in the implementation and continuing management

of the system have been employed by the University of.

V
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t e,i:,c4;nsin-.t xt(nsiun. Mt. purposi, 01 the 1fslephone network
-

was to meet a.very practical need 'for continuing education in

.areas of the state wicb Were not close to campuses,

There were,a number'of problems in the early operation
. .

of _the system, particularly in the fir st year. In,.order,to
.

maintain good audio quality, special 'help from the state

tel'ephone igi.:ny had to be negotiated (transmission quality

in the .tirst year was poor). Also, state-of-the-art

teleconferencing equipment in 1965"Was primitive. And

instructors who used thessystem tended to adopt a, lecture

t9rmat which was not suited , to inteLdctive audio teaching

(tittle was known about'effective.formats for such a system).

rl'he:un,iversity responded tO the transmission line problem by

inviting a major figure frOm the state telephone.company to

ptirrticitJate on a university advisory board acid by negotiating

tor d special advisory coMmiltee within the .state telephone

company to assist in maintalning good audio. "quality

throughout th'e 'transmission network.

Its response tq the second Prbblem (poor state-of-the-

ti

1

art quipMent), was to desisn an audio conjerencing unit and

tnen 'to seek out a manutacturer (the Darome Company) and

.cloyelop the Unit jointly. To help -Improve instructors'

styles of presentation, it deve ped a series of booklets and

brochures '(later,. audio nd\ dect, training tapes) with very

practicol,, 5traightforwara tips, on how to use ,2,61e system

5
cttectivety. These trainingmaterfjals have evolved over time

onthe bagis'of intorrm;tion provided by ETN staff, surveys of

student,s, and in-house research on format effectiveness.

An important aspect of the. early history of the

Educational Telephone Network was' a management style .of

bringing into the system all of the groups and agencies which ,

attest their survivial. ..They. formed an advisory

committke with rep'resentatlives from each of the state's

)(ten,-,ion districts, relevant university departments, and

26
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.4

JSt:t grOUpS (c.g., agriculture, pharm.icy, cuynty ext-nsiml

agents). This advisory committee, the Anderson Committet,,

helped set a _number of important policies (e.g., -they

recommendtd that a locAl' program administIttot should be

'responsible tor eacb site, and that the district director

would provide overall supervision for operationi within. that

4..A,strict). The Anderson Committee also brought knowledge to

the implementation team about situations and groups with whom

they had to deal and provided entrees to some of these

4.2 The Current System-

The Educational Telephone Network is a .dedicated.

.tour-wire network which means', simply, -that audio quality is

better than the regular' telephone' network and that the

telephode lines are used exclusively by ETN. Its sister

network, (SEEN), 'with- graphics capability, uses two

dedicated, four-wire-networks. Voice signals are transmitted

over one network while the second network simultaneouSly

transmits the graphics signals.

The central studio and control compl for ETN/SELN arc
*

,\located at the Madison campus of the university. However, a

',number of programs originate from other campuses and iTN/SLEN

bites, as well as from beyond Wisonsints-borders. A. trained

engine. handles' technical

t.}fties,,i so instructors, are free to concentrate on their

presentatidns. ' In addition, a range of facilities within the

Madison complex (e.g., the U-Tape.-It Studio) are designed U.,

be easy to use. Many faculty take ,adllantage of these

facilities to tape interviews with visiting experts and do

aspects of the system at all

other production work.

Students participate

(which-may be in a courtho

public bUilQing) at some 200

in a course by going to a room

e, school, .thospital or other

orations. throughout the state.

A' wall outlet in the 1room '6onnects it to the telephone

27
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I
hi_two rk. No dialing is necessary the network is alwa"ys

"on.!" :The.local4 program ,administrator plugs in a standard

tcleconterencin unit (ttie, Darome "Convener") . It consists

01. a loudspeaker ano tour desk microphones
\
which have long

cods and,can be easily moved.

In a typical class, the, instructor speaks to students

and they respond or ask yiestions by pressing a bar on the

microphone And-talking. In some eases, the instructor plays,

a prerecorded tape first, which is followed by live discus-

sion with the clas .s. . Clas. s size ranges from 3 or In a

specialized course to more than 1,000 in one instance. A

typical class consists of approximately 75 students spread

out among 35 4ocations. Any number of the 200 locations

throughout the state can participate simultaneously in ETN.

4 SEEN, the visual network, is' available at 23 sites.

Most courses are not' for. credit (approximately 5% offer

credit). Course offerings consist of updating job skills.tor

protessionals, :general continuing education, and hobby

ri-_!lajted courses' such as photography. A specific attempt is

made to avoid,: courses which might encroach on offerings of

I

local campuses in Wisconsin. This Rolicy has helped ETN to

bull° good workiii4 relations with state and private campuses.

A tiyifical student travels 3-10 miles to reach the ETN

ciascoom, He or she is likely to be 31-45 years old and

will, over time, take additional courses through ETN.

ETN has a faculty It approximately 1000 instructors.

some share a joint appointment between £he Extension branch

or the university and another dIpartnyent; others are full7

time members of a cepartment who teach an extra course at ETN

(tor which they receive an "overload" payment); and stiai
4

other,, are irorm outside the university (they are paid an

Kudrly rate). The telephone network makes" use of

disLar.t _experts who spe ak to the. students and answers

cuestionssover the telephone from Texas or New York or some
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/.
oth'er location. An important mo ivation' for teachel's to

participate is professi4a1 advancement; they demonstrate an

additional job skill through ETN.*

In addition, anumber of uses for tie system are not

cour'n; related, e:g., -teleconferences among working pro-

fessionals.

4.3 Managing ETN/SEEN

The management team for ETN/SEEN consists of 22 people.

Dr. Lorne Parker is director of the_network. In addition to

the pa-id staff; there are non-salaried program administrators

at each site (often, these are emloyees of a'county agency qr

the institution where the ETN room is located).

per day. There is a minimum of 60 days' lead time between
4 the conception of an idea or a course and the tirst day of

class. Program planning i broken into seven stages:
.

-content selection and -development; network- schedulinq;-

Use of the system is very high: typically, 15 hours

-.

Operational design; program announcement; promotion;

registrataon;" and production. Extensive promotion- is

conducted through dirtct' mail brochures and occasional:'-

'newspaper ads or public service TV spots.

Revenue f,or the network comes primarily from student

fees (over 50.% of operating revenues) and secOndarily, trom

,,the state (approximately 30% of operating revenues). A small

amount of development funding has come from federal sources.
ti

Student fees vary in relation to the ability of the student

group to pay (e.g., a course for lawyers will charge More

than an amateur photography course). In addition, some user

groups (e.g., hospitals) pay anannual 'fee which covers a

seriesLQ courses for staff at their institution or agency.

Courses and faculty are evaluated regularly through

questionnaires to students. Survey results are used by ETN

management and (individual instructors to determine

29
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str(,.nigths an0 weaknesses,-make decisions about Lut urt

rrogrumming, and build profiles ot ETN and SEEN stud ts.

Training tapes and brochures ,emphasize an informal

style . of presentation, short teaching segments , (10 -15

minutes), and encouraging ,questions and discussion from

students,- not simply waiting for them. They algo suggest at

least, one face-to-face meeting between students. and the

Instructor, where this is possible.

Equipment throughout the ETN/SEEN network is

standardized. Th'e Darome Convener, mentioned earlier, is at

sites. It is a modular unit: additional microphones

and /or spe ers can be added if they are needed. Dr. p rker
4

rtports tha a sit s a turdyTiece,of equipment which hol up

well even it handled roughly. 'Repairs are.centraliz,ed. If a

unit tails, the local program administrator calls Madison. A

new unit is ' immediately shipped out (i stock iss maintained

for this' purpose)- and the old upit is sent in for repairs.

standardization of equipment helps not pdly in-arranging

a' repair procedure but also' in detecting the cause of bad

audIU signals when they occur: the engineer in Madison can

more easily determine it the problem lies in'a tranAission

line or the equipment ata site. _

4.4 Problems.

Most of the current problems facing ETN/§E&_are the

probim.s Lacing most large organizations. With 15 hours of

programMing ,a day, going to 200 sites, management ,must work

tontinually to attract good teachers, train them to use the

system effectively, and,ensure that course offerings are in

tune with what studentp need and want. 'Also, with 1000

taCUlty members and.more than.3,3;000 students, the work load

as enorbous for the limited ETN/SEEN staff.

In certain content areas such' as agriculture, the rate'

of growth in knowledge about new techniques is very high., It

is important that ETN's courses integrate the most recent
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findings. The burden to provide the latest techniques is

greater for ETN than most colleges, since its student body

consists of many working profe.sionals who are taking courses

specifically Ito update their skills..

When SEEN; the visual part of the system, was

inaugunated in 1969, the state-of-the-art equipment available

to transmit a graphic line drawing over telephone lines was

poor. The response was to modify an existing piece of

equipment (the Electrowriter) to make it serve needs better.

Still not satisfied, the system is designing anew unit with

far -greater capabilities (e.g., color and alphanumeric'

displays).

4.5 Where Are 'They Going?

Recently, Dr. Parker and his group have begun to

provide additional' telecommunication services. One is a

dial-iccess' service of ?rerecorded capsulized information.,

For example, in "Dial a Garden," a User calls a telephone

number and hears a prerecorded message about a particular

gardening problem. The user discovers how. to, access the
.

specific tape he or she wants (i.e., to learn about roses vs.

ifisparagu.$) from a directory.

Another services iS a 'dial -in bridge in which the user

(who cdn be located in any/ state and any room which .has, an

ordinary telephone) gains access to a course or

teleconference by calling a number. In this way, the user is

making the connection into the system from his home or

office.

4.6 Replication

The Educational Telephone Network is one of the few

applications of interactive telecommunications which have

been replicated, in large part, by others. Systems in North



.

Dakota,' Illinois, Kansas, and Texas.have mod6led themselves

on ETN/SEEN.
4

4.7 Lessons to be Learned

There are several important lessons which can be

learned fr.= the 'experiences. at the University of

Wisco si'h-Extension. First, it is our impression that this

hi4h1 successful system experienced just asmahy start-up

problems as systems which failed. Success, in this case at

least, is due not to the absence of' problems but to -an

ability to deaf with them. Second, the problems of managing

an interactive telecommunication system may change with age,

taut they do not go Away. ETN/SEEN requires continuing good

managcment.as it faces the 'problems of large scale operation

and the implementation of new services. A feature of its

current management structure informs about how to handle

continuing servites,while implementing new ones. That is, a

distinction is maintained between short term and long term

planning, with staff assigned primarily to one area or he

other. The short term planning group deals with pro ram

development, scheduling, etc. The long term planning group

l is released from certain day-to-day issues in order to plan

the introduction of new services.

ETN/SEEN has dealt effectively With training large

numbers of users frthrougdMihe use of bookle,ts and tapes

supplemented by diredt in-person advice.' (The reader who

wishes to obtain good 'training materials for interactive

audio systems should write for a List of ETN publications:

Instructional Communitations Systems, University . of

4
For further information on these and other

systeme, see Electronic Education:" Using Teleconferencing in
Post-secondary Organizations, Robert Johansen, Maureen
McNulty and Barbara McNeal, Institute for the Future, R-42,
Menlo Park, Calif., 1978.
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Wisconsin-Extnsion 975 Observatory Drive, Madison, Wisconsin

53706.)

ETN has developed excellent support .services for
I

faculty members, e.g., promotion and tape duplication. At

the same time, it requires individual faculty members, or

their departments, to handle the distribution of print or

slide materials. to sites 'where students are taking courses

(most of these materials are mailed to students, in'Ovance

of crass meetings': This task in itself might require a

staff as large as ETN's. current.staff.

The standardization of equipment among sites has helped

to create good technical quality 'and a manageable repair

service.

Perhaps most important to the success of,ETN/SEEN is

the quality and scope of the management team. All the bases

of operation (engineering, planning, training, etc.) are

covered within the team, and meticulous attention is paid to

the day-to-day running of the system. It is also noteworthy

that, as a group, members exhibit a great deal of pride about

their system and enthusiasm for their work. Lorne Parker, in

particular', is a "product champion" for the system. These

motivating values rub off in the operation of the system.

Finally, it is clear that ETN/SEEN provides a range of

services to people who want them and who could not easily

obtain them in other ways.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Peoria Interactive Cable.Television Project

r.

The ilebria Interactive Cable Television project was

designed _ro provide homebound instruction to handicapped'

student!; via two-way cable television (i.e.', audio and .video

in both directions). Lt was conceived and implemented by the

Cable Television Information Center in collaboration with the

Illinois Division of Vocational Rehabilitation and General

Electric Cablevision of Peoria. The Rehabilitation Services

Agency of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

w(11.-,re provided major funding for the project.

5. l Back9round

t" -The Peoria project was submitted, 'originally, -as- a

it'Jpo::,1 to the National Science Foundation. The National

science 6undation had issued a request for proposals in the

of interactive cable television ". The Peoria project

rtceived a plannknq grant from the NSF, along, with seven

projects, but it was not one 'ot the three lirla/ly-

Selected to be set up as a field trial.

Subscguently, tpc Cable Television Information Center

scaled down the prdposed prolect (the NSF field iprojects

received funding in excessof one million dollars each/ to a

budget of apprOximately $150,00f1 spreadtbver three-. years.

They sought and received funding frpw the U.S ;. Department of

health, Educall.on and welfare, Rehabilitation Services

Agency.
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Planning began in 1975. Technical' design, purchase,

and installation of equipment,toA place in 1976. The system

ofificially opened tor busihess in January 1977, 5nd tho,

project was softened a tew months lat:er.

ow the System as Designed to Wor'

The system was desigd to let an instructor located iii

the studio "headend" of he cable company interact with
.

students'who <Ake loCated in their homes. The stuatits oeuld

'see and hem the instructor on their' tellevision sets. The

,instsuctor could see.'-any one of the students (there were AS-

be 5-10. students per class) by pressing a, button on'the

tonsole at the headend.. The student's video signal could 136

displayed toe the instructor only, or, at the instructor's

option, it.:could be sent "downstream" for of the Students It

to see.. The audio portion,ot the interaction did-not require'
-

any° switching. X Student'could speak at any lime and ce

.heard by everyone by both the instructor and all the'

other students in -their homes).
a.

5.3 Technical Design and Implementation ..*

The Peoria cable system which was in -.place at the

'stay of the project had the capacity for two-way

transm However, it had, not been used for transmission

from ber's home and modifications were required to

accomplish' this, ,' A significant amount of work dyrinq the

project involved making. these modificat

The equipment 'in. each student's home included an

inexpensive black-and-white' camera (cost:- approximately

$200.00),, a microphone (cost: apRraximately $20.06), and a

terminal. The.tepinal was at the heart of the return signal
4

and it was a source of enormous trouble. The three functions

'of the.terminal were: (1) to transmit the student's video

'signal "upstream",to tree headeed studio'when it was switched

on; (2) 'to activate the video swttchinq when ri recedvod a

triggerrng'signal trob the instructor's control panel, and;

1

a
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(3) to t. nsmit the studtt's audio upsItcum coutinuow,iy.

This cruci piece of equipment was not available otf-

.the -sheit when the project started. Bipis were requested from "'

manufacturers to build a custom piece of equipment, based on

theproject team's specifications. The larger cable equip-

ment' manufacturers declined to bid, stating that it would be

unprofitable Vo'manufacture only ten terminals the number

re uested* by the project team). Of the companies who did

su mit bids, estimates varied a great deal. The project was

required by state law to accept the lowest bid. This bid

(j6st under $10,000.06' for the ten terminals plus tome

additional equipment) Was submitted by a small company in

Oklahoma City.
i
.

. The terminals never worked properly. Difficulties

started before the terminals were shipped. The'cable company

had not completed modifications in the system to allOw a

return signal from students' homes. Thus, the :terminals

cou ld not be test-ed in a'field situation when they arrived.
7---

Instead, a 'test in a laboratory situation was substituted,

Alhouyh the equipment did not work properly in the test, 'it ,,

was accepted and paid- for. The company was asked, however,

t o take the t%rminals back to Oklahoma City and adjust them.

Distance between Peoria and Oklahoma City appears to have
ai

hampered communication between the project team and the

I1.

manufacturer. In addition, the manufacturer was.either

unable or unwilling to make the teeninals work properly.,4

Months passed and the prof t team finally demanded that the

terminals be shipped, to ria, no matter what their

operability. At this point,' the project team attempted to

fix the terminals with the help of a _local engineer. kg,

uld not make-them work properly, and the implementation

. ettort was further delayed. k.

Next, the project team decided to je'rfry-rig' the

equipment and get underwaysin whatever manner was possible.
40
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Remote switching of student cameras was abandoned. Instead,

the student or someone in- the room with the student was

required to turn the camera-modulator on manually WtSenever

they wanted to transmit a picture upstream. This worked

surprisingly well, though the quality of the picture was ii

adequate at best and lighting was a problem in some students'

homes. Use of the terminal for audi6 transmission was

abandoned completely. Indeed, they did not use the cable for

audio transmission, but incorporated the telephone company's

Homebound Student Service into their system. That is, the

video portion of the interaction was sent over the cabiel\J

while tho audio was carried over phone lines. Each student

had a Push-to-talk microphone and a speaker. The teacher had
. .

a speaker for each student participating in the class, and

onemicrophone. "The speakers were grouped together with the

microphone on the teacher's -desk, so the output from any one

would be picked up on all the other lides. In this way,

everyone could hear everyone else. This hybrid arrafi

f
ment

worked adequately. Moreover, it was-inexpensive. Tota Lost

for the speakers and push-to-talk crophones was $162.00 tot

installation, _plus $148.50 per month. This included a

microphone-speaker unit in each student's home and nine

speakers plus one microphone on the teacher's desk. With

this arranpement, they began classes in January, 1977.

5.4 AdminIsteation of the Prect
c

At the same time that le project was experiencing

technical problems, there were administrative difficulties.

In the original proposal to the Illinois Division of

Vocational Rehabilitation, it was stated that there would bt2

a full-time, on-site manager. In subsequent negotiations)
..

the cable Television Information CenterAved away from this

position. HoweVer0 ,. the Illinois Division of Vocational
.

Rehabili,tation cOntinuedil to expect and ,want a stun-time,

on-site $.4nayer. In' practice, there was no on-site manager

37
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trom the,Cable Television'Intormation Center available on a

tull -time basis. Ins.tead, a local administrato,supervised

the systdm on a day-to-day basis.

In addition, leadership at the Illinois Division of

Vocational Rehabilitation changed during the course of the

project.-The new group may' have been less enthusiastic about

the project,'in ,general. , Whatever their motivation, they

cited .poor' technical quality, high 'costs per student to

deliverservices, and'inadequate management as their reasons

for cancelling the project three months, after it began

operatinge in addition,' the management-team was hampered in

the selection of students ,sto partitiipate in the project by

very stringent .ceiterilk which ,eliminated many appropriate

candidates and increased the cost of selection. The c iterraa
ere a4byproduct of_ the funding source (HEW) rather t n the

aims o{ the,prn3ey*.

Interestingly, the handicapped students (a total of

eight,took part in the project) 'were-very enthusiastic about

the service! They 6cAind the technicall problems tolerable and

the socializatign,,provided through the two-way cable systeril

extremely -vaAublee. In ldition, one of the courses offered,

*Daily waysrated highly. The other course,

mInsurance.Claims Adjustmtnt,n was rated poorly. because it

used, a one-way °lecture format and because it prepared

students to do a 3 'which was not nyailable to them after

they tinished the c ure,

"The cabl* co pang in Peoria made. some very reasonable

suggestions' about w to make the system work. These

involved, the purcha e of existing oft-the-shelf equip ent

which x10 complly believed could do tIte job. However, the

Illinofs Division of Vocational Rehabilitation had os
contidence by this point and would, not fund the purchase'of
additiOnal equipment.

A
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5.5 Lessons to be Learned

A few lessons emerged from the Peoria project. In

relying on a smal,1 manufacturer who is far away to build

custom equipment, there can be difficulties in correcting

problems which arise. Distance makes it more difficult to

knock on 'a manufacturer's door or otherwise 'put pressure on

him to make repairs. Small size can mean that a manufac'turer

is less able to absorb a los4 if he has bid too low on the

job. /111

The Peoria project was locked into .their position by a

state law which requirdd the acceptance of the lowest +bid.'

Their experience suggests that "low bid" should not be the-

only consideration in selecting a manufacturer. Price should

be weighed against quality and religbility.

It is difficult to generalize and argue that custom

equipment shoUld be avoided. There may be no other choice in

some situations. However; whn a custom .piece of equipment

plays such a crucial role as here, adequate time and funds

must be allocated to pre-test and debug it. Here, again, the-
,.

Pe0ia project may have been locked into a position of
.

inadequate funding.. They scaled'down their original design

when they did_ not receive funding from the National Science

Foundation. In doing so, they lost the backup funding which

might have rescued the project from th0 e equipment problems
.

they encountered.

The absence of a full-time, on-site manager ftom the

Cable Television Information Center may or may not have been

a significant element in thR way they dealt'with technical

problems. HdWever, it clearly weakened ,their political

relationship with the Illinois- Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation (IDVR.). This political- weakness, combined

with a change in leadershi at IDVR during the projecl (a

factor outside the contro of the project team), meant that

1'4
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there would be little strength in the project team's etfort
4'

to win support trom IDVR in the last phase of the project.
a

Two positive lessons emerged from the project. First,

the hy4Dr.id arrangement of telephon 14.4; `for audio trans-

mission and cable toravideo transmission worked surprisingly

well. 'It suggests that'non-traditional mixtures of ecialipment.

and t?ansMission systems are worth exploring further.

Second, the enthusiasm of the users for the
/

Peoria project provides additional (evidence that a service

which is wanted and needed by users will be accepted even'

when technical uality is less than ideal.

A
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'CHAPT4R SIX

Research Context and Objectives

Field trials and demonstration profects must make sense

in two dist,inct contexts. The research context generally

features a concept or hypothesis which is under

.investigation There are, typically,, associated rink4ges

with a funding agency and' ith a more 'inclusive.program of

research. The service con ext includes the technical system,

user organization(s), project management team, and dther.

elements in the operation of the telecommunication -4yg4m. .

The focus of our stu y was upon the practical problems

which arise in setting field trials and demonstration

'projects. Hence, we. placed a strong empfiasis upon the

service context. Neverkheless, the research Context has.many

impleme ration problems connected with it. There may also be

conflict 'etween objectives,derived from the two contexts.

6.1 Tht esearch Context

Field trials are in=struments' of research while

demonstration projects are generally not.
5

when a

field trial f is proposed, it is necessary'to determine whether

it is the most appropriate instrument. It may be that some

less

(-
5
In practice, the distinction is blurred, by some

government funding agencies which find it_ administratively

more convenient to use one term even though it is the wrong
one, -

,41
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costly acti-vities should be undertaken tirs't. A field trial

or, especially, ,a demonstration project may fittingly

culminate a research program. It should hardly initiate it

(Aor be treated as a self-contained activity.

6.1.1 The ongoin9_research process-. A f.ield trial may

be one step in an ongoing 16 program of research.

Alternatively, the project team may treat it as an,isolated

activity. The distinction, loosely -speaking, is between

seeing the trial,as part ofia research process and seeing the

.research process as part of the trial.

A-classic example of the .former (a trial as part of a

research process) is the telemedicine research of Conrath and

Dunn (1977) in Canada. They designed a four-stage program:

observation, laboratory experiments, field trial, followed by

the implementation of a regular service; There are several

other examples in the projects within our sample. The

IRstitute tor, the Future developed PLNET and FORUM, its

predecessor, as research 'tools and used. them in a series of

trials, improving them

their understanding of co pute'r-med,iated communication. From

Phoenix Picturephoneo trial may be

s they went, in order to develop

AT&T's point of view, the

seen as one step in their bngoing -evaluation and development

of switched visual services. For NASA, STARPAHC is a step in

the process of finding.ways of transferring space technology

into other fields. And finally, the Union Trust teleconfer-

encing system wa's originally conceived as a field trial

within ,the New Rural Society project.

There are also examples of projects which were treated

as self- contained activities. It is necessary to ask how

well they relate to relevant theory (and, if .intended as

tield trials, what contribution they make to lc). It seems

likely to us that lack of theory explains both the occurence

and the non-solution of problems which arose duri6g the

implementation ót some of these projects. Models of how the

42



technology would' ; be of tracticar value to users were less

well developed and less nealisiic:' possible problems of

individual and organizational adaption were unanticipated.

'' Naturally, lack of theory is more, likely to be, a problem for

'earns coming fresh into iheieldto conduct a project.

6.1.2 The appropriateness of field trials. Questions

to which some field trials have been addressed might more

appropriately have been addressed by- other means, initially

at least. If an alternative approach would haves yielded only

partial answers, one liktatt still have beenablt to enter a

later field trial with a more suitable technological design

and Oh- tbt, basis, of more, information regarding users'

reactions, costs, and so on. Further, more modest research

might weed out certain_concepts unsuitable for a field trial.

To take just one example: uncertainties concerning the

efficacy of a novel system for teaching over a-distance could

be. investigated in a controlled experiment after installing

the system between two rooms on a back-to-back basis. This

would not, however, be nearlk as useful in determining
0

whether remotely loCated .students would enroll in classes

relying on tise.of the new system. It. is necessary to be

speCific about the uncertainties one is seeking to reduce and

r to arrange th m in a sensible order.

6.2 Objecti es

Some telecommunications systems, are
I

set up with the

single objectille of providing a valuable service to their

users.. Such systems have been installed by, for exairiplei

NASA (its audio- con ferer(cing system), the Philadelphia

police, Rural health Assoiates, the Uni)ersity of Wisconsin-

Extension,and First National City'Bank.

Other systems are set up for demonstration and/or

research purposes. While they, too, provide, service to their

users, thee are external clients as well--i.e., those whose

work may be informed by the demonstration or the' research

'
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findings. ,All the NSF funded projects are of this kind; so

too are many of the telemedicine projects.

In our earlier working paper, Elton and Carey (1978),

we set up a four-way classificatfion scheme based upon the

relative importance of a project's internal (user-telated)

and external (generalization-related) objectives. This

provoked some disagreement. While readers generally accepted

it as a helpful conceputal frameWork, several felt strongly

that their "own project had been misclassified,_ We sometimes

disagreed.

The subject is sensitive and indicates, at least from

our perspective, that stated pb,?ectives ip proposals and

reports were not always consistent withthe objectives of

on-site managers and project dirgctors.

SourcesSouices of confusion. Several factors confuse

any analysis of objectives. The relative importance of an

individual's objectives can cha ge with time. There are

multiple actors. Different actor enter and leave the scene.

Sometimes there are *different -elements within an overall
.....;.....----

project -team each in /pursuit of a- different primary

objective (for xample, Rimlementers" and researchers).

6.2.2 Relationships between Objectives> Two types of

conflict between objectives have been noticed. One occurs

when servicerprovision and research (or demonstration)

jobjectives conflict. The most pbvious examp e is when, to

preserve the integrity of a control group, a r earch design

imposes nstraints on the promotion of a new service or the

population o be served by it. Another example is the burden

of datV-gathe ing edures on the population served and its

ke!yt: But ere are suggestions of dangers which are more

insidious, because harder'to detect: the design of services

or selection of sites which lend themselves to a, classical

experimental designreven though they, may be subst tially4

less favorable to the concept under study; and the diversion

44 4
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of attention to research procedures to the extent that the
. --.

trial service attracts far too few users.

The other type of conflict is between the objectives of

a project team and those of a funding agency. HoWever, it is

our _impression that during a project these have Caused
-...

.

trouble only after it was clearly, -failing according to

anybody's standards.

It is clear that, unless subjects are _offered 4.

. 6
artificial inducements to use a new service6, the service '-i/k

provision objective must be taken seriously. This may place

a project team under considerable moral pressure to introduce

the service so that' it will continge at the expiration of a

research or demonstrations grant. Howevet, this is unlikely

to be withip the funding agency'rterms of reference.

Nevertheless, it may be able to use its influence helpfully

to this end and we can see only good coming of:very early

discussion of the subject between the project team and its

sponsor.

6.2.3 Some approaches, to conflicts arising from

research designs. When an experimental or quasi - experimental,IN
design is used/ it mayralsd be necessary that theyeeatment--

-i.e., the service--should be held constant. This may mean

rejecting or delaying improvements in the 'servi6-. And this,
(

of course, can provoke conflict.
..f)

Lucas-has suggeSted a way to solve this problem, which

is illustrated by his work in. Spartanburg (Lucasdet a .,

1979). One of the applications investigated invo ved

teaching via a two-way cable television system. This project

was divided into phases. At the end of each phase, measus-
.

6Conrath and Dunn offered payments to subjects . in

their trial though they were rarely accepted (Conrath and
Dunn, 1977).
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were ted back to the teachers on .the basis of which they were

tree to - -and actually did--change their ways ot usintj the

medium. This meant that any significant difference in

outcomes In any phasc could be attributed to an' identifiable

treatment. The interested reader is,referxed to Lucas and

VUick .(.1.978).

In th* above case a project was divided into 'steps.

Structural changes wire permitted between, but not during,

steps. The approach may be compared with a research program,

such as that described by Conrath et al. (1977), which is

divided into discrete phases, of, which a fielditrial is one.

Both approaches acknowledge, in a practical way but without

socrlficing research rigor, that at the outset uncertainty

may be too great to allow one to choose and, stick to 8

particular treatment.

Although we have come across no examp,, of its

application, there is another approach to avoiding these

confliips. (And it may also be an appropriate approach when

a rigorous research design is infeasible.), It would require

redefinition of the research role so that Its most important

function. would become the provision of assistance to those

setting up and managing the trial service (and to the others

to whom they report). Thug;rresearch would serve the ends of

the-trial (as well as the( trial serve the ends of research).

That this could materially reduce conflict is plausible

enough, but that it could also provide cre0ible evaluation of

t e trial* system may seem more far fetched. The latter

possibility is, however, well illustrated by the process of

operations research as it was originally developed about four

decades ago, rather than as it is generally conducted now

(see, for example, Waddington, 1970).

The design of a recent Canadian program of educational

experiments using the CTS satellite did leave open this

possibility, even though it did not recitire lb. Evaluation
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was conducted _uiding'a two-tier approach. There was,a local

research activity associated with each Project but an overall

assessment was conducted by a distinct central research team

that worked with counterparts at the local level (see Daniel

et al., 1978).

a

p

a
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CHAPTER SEVEN I

Needs Assessment and Project Preliminary Planning

This chapter considers the concept of need; the process

ot conducting a needs assessment; and some of the components

which make up the planning for a project.

7.1 Needs

It has often been observed that a particular service

failed because it did not meet a "retl need." (Generally,

this is to beunderstood as a stronger statement: there was

no realneed it could have met.) Such statements may make

nice epitaphs, but it is not particularly easy to turn them

into practical and useful advice for the living. In part,

this seems to result from confused'thinking about the concept

ot need.

Needs of the kind with which- we are concad are

--relative, rather than absolute. Thgy can be Created by

providing people with something which sulasequently they are

not prepared to do without, They can be created by removing

alternate means to desired ends. In this sense it is

"perceived-needs",or "wants" which matter; "real need'-has no

useful meaning. S
The'teTm "need" can also be used to express a rogical

necessity. (To speak with someone in another city without

leaving my home, I need to use the telephone.) There are

logical needs'a§ well as perceived needs. It may be that a

telecommunications service with certain characteristics would

be logically necessary 'tp some new activity2-maybe to
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participation in a discussion'-by, ;Thumber of people wtio are -

alkle.to leave their separate locations. The new activity,.
...

.however, may not be,ror become, a percei7d need. Clearly, '
. .IP

f one mast consider need at the level of the whole innovation.

II-- NOtiC ,gat heed here is determined by the difference
. .d. 4

belen some notOn4of ht., things should be and a view of tiow

.

0
they. are,., 14e farmer standard may be established by policy,

-

-. .

,.., by legal requirements,./6y statistical. comparisOns bet
a, --.,

,commdnities or organizations, or by other means. Oft =n it

will be ecdedl.arbitrary. Moreover, one may
,,

decidedly y re- ly be

f ing on oppprtunities seemingly presented bya new use of

110., .

4
tions are- Provokedby:the, expe4ence of the projeCts in ur

sample. .Needs may range ffom strong
41

to weak. The stre
, rn

of a need c8an 10;:le'a major' impact on a project, particul rl.y

omilogy, rather than needs.

Empirical 'Observations. Some empirital observa-
.-

when a telecommunications application must deal with a number
,.

of problems. In one situation, user' who experienced few

technical problems reported that ted'hnical problems were a
- .

.. i.,major'deterrent to their using-the equipment. 'However, user's
. . ..

P
in another situation, One whictLhad'many'techmica1 plObl s,,

a
reported that technical protlemS were not, a detergent to us%

These,seemipgly contradictory reports are explained by the

eact thlW the .second group was widely separit.ed physically
/

and had no adequate alternative to teleconferencing. The

PI

9

strength of their need affect4d .the).T perception of the

equipment` and their willingness to" live with technicalA

problems (Casey-Stahmer, 1973)*

Ned is, often treat'bd as something which is staticrand
IMone dimensiM144.

""
Rowever, needs change over time and -some

needs lomicay be surpogotesloe others, the desire to make
, .

money" or advance one caree#r.or to profect_the interests of

private 9'roup. It is useful to 6nderstand when aVseeming

communication need is a surrogate f something'el'se. This

4

e

ti
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knowl6dge may suggest an alternative aphipoach to a pariiular

problem. °

One shduld not assume that an obvious need" of an

organization is something wanted by the members of that

organization. It rsvcommonly assumed th4t "better communi-

cation" is both a need and aowant for an organization. Often,

this proves not' to be the case. A telecommunicationappli-

catio may encourage 'more meetings than are necessary or

bri people into an encounter under the wrong circumstances.

Evert it 'there. is an "objective" need for such communication,

users may, not want it. Put simply, "What's in it for me?"

They may not want to do their jobs better, or may simply

oppose any change in their current pattern of work.

Similarly, a planner may assume that people will value ease

of communiion, saving ,times and saving money. This is not

always true. In some instances, a symbolic value of

"importance"' is placed on a meeting where one or both parties

travel. This value can superakde any savings of time or

aoney. .40
..sr a 4

Commonly, telecommunication equipment is installed to

meet one need, but is used to meet anothea Thus, in the

Bethany/Garfield Picturephone® 'trial, the Picturephon4e was

often used as a "hotline." It Made it easier to get through.

However, this usage had rietre to do with the intentions of

those conducting the trial. Users fn the hospital Were *

employing4cPicturephonee. to convey messages that would

ordiirrily be sent oh a telephone (Noll an Woods, 1979).

Nor can one take perceived needs at face value.

Sometimes, potential users of a teleconferencing service have

expressed a need (desire) for full-motion vfeeo. Yet with

experience, they have quickly come to be satisfied with am

audio system.

The degree of' need will vary om one possible field

site to another for a, particular application. Practical

reS



constraints may lead one toward sites where the need is

relatively weaker. The resulting danger is obvious.

In sum, analysis of assumptions about need is a deci-

dedly necessary, 'but demanding, activity. When considering

need, it is a useful mental discipline to complete the

phrase, "neeti in order to. . .
fi

7.1.2 The substitution paradigm. Much current

thinking about telecommunications views it as meeting a need

to substitute for in-person communication which ordinarily

tequires travel. There is a good reason to challenge this

thimkin9. Two objections in particular are reinforced by the

experienc f ,projects we considered. First, tele-

communi atior , has lgften proved valuable in providing

communica n on occasions, or between people when the

alternative would have been no' communication, rather than

travel to an in-person meeting. Second, the thinking.

neglects significant secondary adjustments. For example,

within the context of a pre=existing organization, the time

and money saved by direct substitution may be reinvested in

other activities, in some ,additional travel. Net

savings in tratel expenditures may be illusory, even though

other benefits 'accrue.

What telecommunication

constraints. Thinking baged

paradigm is

offers is a relaxation of

only upon the substitution

likely to miss the potential benefits of uses

other than substitution and to

direct substitution which will

4 straints afe to be imposed--e.g.,

on travel).

Telecommunication systems may relax constraints even

when they are not used. Their availability may be sufficient

to achieve some desired, effects. For example, a

in

tele-

communications
' 4%service n health care can atiDoi a local%

low

service provider' to call upon someone at a distance for

overestimate the degree of

occur (unless other con-

administrative restrictions



advice:' )The tact that the loccil service peu./ider

communicate it she or. he wants tp do so may have desirable
_ .

effec ts, even.it this choice is hardly eve?' made. (For

example, the local person may feel more confidence in

undertaking an activity which would otherwise be seen as too

risky.) The desire to achieve these effects can pro the

rationale ,for implementing the telecommunication seevi

7.2 Preliminary4Planning Studies

In this section we consider three types studies

which may be undertaken as preliminaries to a field project:

needs assessment, design, and p ilot studies. They are all

parts of an overall planning process whAph can lead to a

Yield project. The extent to Which they precede or are

included in the entity which is prbposed for funding varies

Considerably.

7.2.l Needs assessment. Needs assessments are under-

taken to determine the extents to which different services

.particularwill be useful to ap population of users. In

embarking upon them one has, at the outset, delimited a range

of possible ways of meeting those needs - -in this field, ways

that %involve telecommunications. Possible solutions, falling

outside the boundaries of interest generally will not be

pursued. One is in the position of solutions (admittedly a

range of solutiOns) looking for problems. (Moreover, one is

probably under strong pressure to find something%) This

`fundamental weakness of needs assessment, coupled with our

<at]. ier,retarks abovIt needs, form the.baSi,s for our reserva-

tions about such studies.

One may prefer ,a process of diagnosis and problem-
-

soivipg that is more giosely related to, and responsive to,

the client systems served in a resulting project. It must,

however, be admitted that heeds assessment'is a necessary.

evil, given the organizational structure from which project

funds flow. Certainly, a needs assessment is. substantially
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better than nothing in filtering out schemes that would not

be worth purSuing and in providing information useful in the

planning of those which would.

Useful models for conducting 'a needs assessment are

available from the literature (Spartanburg; PhoenixCriminal

.Justice System
7
). The oprocess addresses a number Of

questions which may be answered' before it is decided to

',provide a trial,or demonstration service in'a particular set-
_

ting. Typically, answers should be provided ,,to questions

such as the following:

1. In.what ways is the functioning of a particular

organization, set of organizations, or community
below "standard"? (Whatever the standard may be.)
How, therefore, may new telecommunication services,

or other ne services relying upon telecom-

munication,- b ng functioning up to standard? For

the purposes f such exercises, this determines the

needs.
2. Is a need recognized? By whom? Do prospective

users want a service to meet the need? -*

3. Is telecommunicatiOns a way,the best way,, the most

efficient way, to meet the need?
. A. Is the technology under consideration adequate to'

provide the needed service? Is it excessive

(overkill)?
5. Are the anticipated costs of the system in line

with what could be recovered from interested

parties followingea period of grant support?

'6. What changes are necessary, over and above the

telecommunication service,' to meet the need, e.g.,

redrgarkization of work schedules by users?

', 7.2.2 Outline design. The overall design will have a

number of components which must fit well together:

'1. Technological' design (this involves selection and

location of equipment, etc.).
2. Design of the organization to support' the tech-

, nology '(this may have to deal with maintenance,
A

. eeervatigns, etc.4.

V

e

7 In both projects, it may be noted, some results of

the subsequent trials were considerably at variance with

conclusions based on the respective needs assessments.
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3. DeSign or re-design ot the organization(s) which
will be using the technology (sometimes).

4. Research design (sometimes).

As A project unfolds, changes in,certain components are
.0

likely' to become necessary. This necessity may be sub-
.

stahtially reduced by conducting a pilot project beforehand._

Nevertheless, some change may still be required. This places

a 'premium upon flexibility in the design. Art-important way

of preserving flexibility'is to leave decisions open until
N, pilot studies have taken place.

7.2.3' Pilot, studies. -Pilot studies allow one to try

out alternative configurations of equipment under actual

,-operating conditions, teit,operatin9iprocpduyesi.and ;identify

possible .problems, in advance. . They also provide op-

portunities for building project teams. Ndt surprisingly, ',..

-._ pilot studies have proved valuable, across a wide range of

projects, even/when off-the-shelf equipment has been used.
.

We have come across three.types of approach: (1) pilot

operation at the intended sites} or a subset of them (e.g.,

BoSton Nursing Home); 12) simulation of the intendd tech-
,

nological system at other sites (e.gt, STAHRPAHC); and (3)

trial in a specially developed, laboratory environment (e.g.,

in Mitre Corporation's Telehealth Care Program).

7.3 Resources Aanning

One of.the mairr,..purposes of planning is tiro ensure that

necessary resources will be available at the right time. If

problems such as those described in other chapters are not

anticipated, the resources to, overcome them may not be avail-.

able., In order to reduce the likelihood of problems once the

project is underway, the-following questions should be an7

at the planning stage:

7.3.1 Some ue/tions to be posed at the lannin

stage.

1. Where will those with the *technical skill or
installing the system dome from? If they come from
a distance, will they be available to make mod-

e

s

ifications?
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Are costs for modifying the system during the

implementation phase in the btdget? Most projects
report that there were moderate to significant ,

changes during this period.

3. Are equipment repairs anticipated irfi the budget?
What kinds ofrepair service are available?

4. Have -all side activities been anticipated? (E'or

example, a microwave, system may require an

environmental impact study.)

5. Are political and organizational problems anti-
cipated and planned for? Solving these Problems is
often a more 'time consuming job than expected.
Many projects have reported that .these issues were

a major stumbling block.

6. Wh-at mechanisms will be used to monitor on-site
implementation activity? Will communication
between project management and lower level staff-be

adcgate? Thisp communication.: is - ,specially;
critieal'when management is located at a distance.

7. What is the quality of the implementation staff?
Are they sufficiently skilled to deal with both
anticipated and unanticipated technical and

administrative' problems? Will the staff, and

consultants, be there when needed?

7.3.2 Time and money. Obviously, it is necessary that

/there be enoughtime and_money foe completion of the project.

Most of the' teleconferencing projects, for which we have the

information,.reekoned that they had enough time and money for

implementation. However, investigators on more than half}ele

telemedicine and two -way cable projects felt that they did

not have sufficient time. Shortage of time, whether caused

by initial miscalculation or constraints imposed by funding

sources, has turned out to be a substantial problem in a

nuMher of projects., sOmetimes it has set off a chain reac-

tion, as when squeezing out a pilot stage.

It is not surprising that it is the types of projects

explicitly involving organizational innovation that have

experienced these problems. It is not as easy to interpret

the fact that almost all these projects felt that even though

short of time they were adequately funded generally a -longer

duration requires more money. Our interpretation is that it

s.



was the rate of expenditure, once initial investment had been

made, that was considered adequate. oir

7.3.3 The proposal as a pi-inning...document. To plan

well one must, among other',thingg, identify what may go

wrong, then take steps to reduce the probabilities and

consequences of these occurences. Plans included in

prOposals must be taken with a,grain of salt. Proposals are

written to "sell" projects. The prevailing view on both

sides of the funding fence is that known problems often

to be suppressed.

have

This means that predictable stumbling blocks cannot be

dealt with in the budget or in the allocation of time anal

personnel_unless money and time-are disguised'in the prop sal

under another heading. Especially for externally fun ed

proleots, the. gamesmanship of proposal writing makeS a

pegat Ve contribution to dealing with .the real problems
.

implem nters will face in the field. However, the problem

should not be overstated. Experienced program managers (in

funding agencies) and principal investigators, it has been

observed to us,know the rules of the game. The former

tolerate or require some prbVision for the "unexpected." The

latter will develop real operational plans, even if they are

selective about w,ben and with whom they will share them.

7.3.4 The langyage of the plan. Plans typically have

to be shared with managers, users, and various agencies. We

have received a number of ad -verse comments on the impersonal,

technical, and abstruse -jargon in which the c responding

documents are written. Presumably, these, are often' the same

documents as are presented to funding agencies in proposals.

There iS a desire by funding agencies, as well as persobnel

in the field, for more Clarity about how projects are

intended to proceed.

Notice that a plannipg- document can set, values for

'everyone involves and that the words used may be seen as
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eetlecting the values underlying a project, including the

value placed upon communication.

7.3.5 Techniques. In-discussing planning, one project

leader (Philadelphia Police) emphasized the value of network

analysis (of the PERT variety). Other techniques of planning

and control have been found useful in more complex projects

STARPAHC). In one project (Phoenix) a technique for

site selection was specially deVkloped (StOckbridge, 1978).

Nonetheless, most projects seemed to manage well enough

without special techniques.

7.4 Participation in the Planning Process.

Planning is not just a matter of producing plans. It

is a process which provides opportunities for uncovering

pt:615Iems-and opportunities, fol- learning, and for generating

commitment. and mutual trust. Hence, tote emphasis which manic.

organization' theorists place oh participatory planning.

There is no distinct dichotomy between participatory

and non- participAtory planning. The extent to which

interested parties were involved in the planning of the

projects in our sample ranged from very low to very high._

Nor does high involvement 'necessarily imply. genuine

participation; it may mean being manipulated or subjected -to

endless questionnaires.
a

Our information provides no direct evidence to support

the proposition that pa'rticipatory planning makes the

eventual success of a project ,moee likely. There are some

examples of decidedly non-participatory planning being

followed by success and of highly -participatory planning

being followed by failure:

Two observations on the subject can be offered. First,

many tf the things that subsequently go wrong are of kinds

which participatory planning should help make less likely:

for example, unexpected user-related problems and lack of

trust. This may be ,een as indirect evidence in support of

V
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1:

participatOry planning.' But notice that such planning is not

a technique; though it cars be enhanced by technique; it

reflects a set of values and assumptions which must be_

dr
maintained throughout a project.

Second, when the innovation in question is t d to

the introduction of a new telecommunctions service, wh his

unlikely to have major implications Nor the wa users co. uct

their affairs, then4earticipatory planning is probably b

less valuable and less 'feasible. Audio-confere ci serviced

provide an obvious example.

We see no reason to doubt that involvement of users is

worthwhile. However, it is also important not to Overstate--

the cas *. Usfrs and managers may not always be able to make

the necessary time available. Also, users do not always-know

what is best in a. situation, e.g., whiCh equipment most
a

appropriate.

The pitfalls of too much or too little user involvement

can peA.stated simply: a project --which ignores a user group

in the process of implementation risks failure; one which

follows blindly all of the suggestions and wishes of a user

group also risks failure.
.

7.5 Operational Plan

In addition to- the preliminary plenning studies

outlined in this chapter, there is need for a much more

specific operational plan containing such elements as
. .

installation of equipment, n agement of the p;e?ject, and

training of users. We turn to these topici* in the next two

chapters.
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CHAPTER EIGHT,

Installing the System

This chapter deals'with: deciding where to put equip-

ment; the importan41 :of a comfortable setting; choosing

equipment; the reliability Of existing hardware; installation

and repair services; the special problems of installing goodY.-'

audio; and some unanticipated problems which seem to delay

most projects.' P

8.1 Lpcationof Equipment

The -physical proximity of the telecommunication

equipment to where a user lives or works is very important.

Some po tential users consider two floors- up in the same

b'uilding where they work as "too far" to go for a

teleconference. This is one reason why' public studio

conferenCiTiloystems, where users must travel a few blocks or

a few miles to use a teleconferencing room, have not proved

as successful as in-house systems. The assumption that a

user would bewi'lling to travel a short distance in order to

,save traveling a great distance may seem rational but it has

not proven correct in many instances. Potential users,

especially in a business context, tend to think of a

telecommunication system in-the way 'they think -of an ordinary

telephone or a Xerox machine: it should be close? by, in

their immediate work space. Less sophisticated and expensive

equipment lOcated in a user's immediate-vicinity may be

better used than more expensive equipment which is less

conveniently located. Thisissue is highlighted in the case

9



Ot ,LIScl. who satd that 11,he had to troicl ocrcis:. town

with all thg ttaitic and related problems, in order to use a

teleconterence room, he 'might _as well go on to Chicago

,(Hough, 1977).

Another issue which Pears on the location of equipment

is territoriality. .Whose "turf" is the equipme2t ,located on?

Employees of a government agency or a corporation which

strongly values internal control over equipment and

communiction may be unwilling to go to any space which is not

"theirs." Even within a building, territoriality can be an

issue. Equipment located outside the boundary of an office

or department may not be used. At NASA, it was found

necessary to locate audio conferencing rooms within the space

of each project, even where projects shared the same

building. For example, people working on the Spav Shuttle

Project required their own room, as did the Apollo Project

employeeq (Fordyce, 1977),

The're. is some evidence that the number of

transportation modes a persdn must use in order to reach the

equipment (and, the perceived difficulty of getting there) can'

create a hairier (Moss, 1978). In the latter instance, it:is

suggested that user,Atitudes are affected not simply by the

physica4 distanoe\,,between equipment and a user or by whose

"turt" it.is 'on, but also by how many transportation barriers

.(e.g:, ride an .elevator, go out of a blinding, take a bus,

eta.) stand between a user and equipment. Presumably, a

telecommun'ication room might be relatively close to a user,

but if he or she has to.take two elevator's, climb a stairway,

and pass into a, separate wing of the building, it, may

discourage use. It can be helpful to consider the normal
V

trattle- patterns of users. Where does a user normally go

during the course of a day? Equipment can be located at

intersection points where many users pass during a normal

day. This strategy has particular importance when equipment
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-cannot be. located physically close to users because they live

or work in different places. tt
It, is useful to determine the social detitrition of the

room where telecommunication equipment will be located and

_Whether the definition is compatible with' the usage intended.

For example,' are nurses being asked to use an old storage

room for teleconferences? This may be less of .a problem if

the room will be altered significantly for the telecommunica-

tion application. Also, some groups (e.g., students) are

more malleable than- others (e.g., corporate bdard of

directors). For example, Champness ('1972) cites a person who

used teleconference elquipment while it was in his office,

saying that he used it in "an executive capacity," but

stopped using it -when it was moved to an 'office right-next

door, a room defined:as a "conference room.". Similarly, the

sharing of a space (e.g., _when ne room is used for

telecommunication'andxeroxing) has been prbblematic in some

instances. Dedicated space is Ilea ly'better. Where it is

not feast le to obtain dedicated ace, it is important that

the schedules f different types of users be compatible.

Problems may a so arise fjom proximity to undesirable spaces.

For example, o tsi(de noise has created difficulties in

applications which involved an audio compOneni.

Selection of locations for equipment is often a matter

of accepting what is available: I is unlikely that good

space.is ready and waiting to be used inpoet existing office

buildings, hospitals, schools, anrso on. For this reason,

in particular,. the location of- equipment has been a frequent

source of difficulty among applications to date.

8.2 Contort

Seemingly minor aspects of a telecommunication situ-

a.tion ,car have a major impact on users' attitudes towards a

system. Phyical elements such as uncomfortable chairs,

light that- glares in one'A eyes,.or noise from an adjoining
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room, can attect perceptions about the system as a whole. In

addition, the psychological "repercussions"_ot procedu'res for

getting to speak, user training methods, and other behavior
',

relatea features Ot a telecommuniCation situation are

critically important.

8.2.1 Physical comfort. Issdes related to physical

comfort are relatively easy to identify% If the lights are

uncomfortable tor, the implementation team, chances are they

mill 'be uncomfortable for users; likewise, seating

arrangements, outsicle noise, cramped 'space, _etc. Othet'

probleMs which may not be immediately obvious ca;oebe

uncovered by bringkng some pbtential users into the space in

question and asking them if it is comfortable.

The difficulties which have arisen were generally not

due to a lack of concern about physical comfort, but to the

-inability of the project team to do anything aboLit them,

e.g., color cameras required strong lights, or*a Cramped room

was the only one available. Where the project team had some

flexibility in ,arranging the room or situation, physical

comfort has not been a significant .problem.

8.2.2 Psychological comfort. At times, users have 0.
retorted that they feel someone Is "lookinge_in" On their

behavior while they are engaged in tlecommunication

ctivity. _Curiously, this has been reported more comnfonly in

relation to audio/video systems than audio-only or computer

conferencing. The 'general phenomenon is often called the

"Bich BrOther,Syndrome." Pew ojects report chat in is a

serious oricrippling problem. Where it does exist, us s may

be relieved it they understand'howthe system works. Ir some

'instances, 'project managers have installed a ,separate,

private phone line in the room, or nearby,, to permit.private

communication. ( Philadelphia Police Department). In still

other projects, -a scrambled siognal is transmitted to ensUre

""'privacy (Veterans Administration ATS 6 Experiment), or a -

6'2
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L.

'sign is dielpleyed tolling user. not!to say anything which is
+A. .

nder a security classification (U.S. Department of Energ ) .

Another c se fpsychc4ogical4discomiort is potent
.

e barrassment. Certain projects have reported th so e

users fear makirig a fool of themselves by being unab
.

6
to

operate the telecommunication equipment correctly., A gr t

number express- a' gener4i concern with hot; they are "coming
.

across." A related concern may arise, pin' Certain situations

when a ,person merely suggests the use . of the-
.0

#

telecommunication syetem,, e.g., Wien person A previously'
0

visited person B, and subAquently fears that the suggestions
v

of a teleconference in lieu of a face-fade :Lit might
r, 4

impt less interest in 'B or ldss,value in the meeting.

Problems;:related to Potential embartassment are reported

commonly, but'not as serious or crippling handicaps.

The "social definition" of a space Where equipment is

logated; discussed above in section 8.1, also affects

psychologit'al comfort. A project manager should ask whether

the -telecommunication space is an open public area, a,

.000'conference.ioom or a private, room; whetherTit is a place for
./

formal or infqxmal interaction; and whether the social

.definitiOn of the. space supports the content and style of

communiettion which users want. At the Department of Energy!,

many users eat the4.c,lunch while teleconferencing. The
e

social definition of the space permits this, with gE4itive
1

results.
.

In Addition, the ways in which chairmen and ,chairwomen,

instructors and operators treat pserg and the protocols or

procedures for getting to speak, chairing a sessidnr'and

organizing the information' components, such as slides or

t

'1Drint materials! can have a' marked effect on general

psychologicalYgomfort.

8.3 Choosing Equipment
414

Lm reviewing the broad sweep of interactive telecom

-ti
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munication applications in the U.S., there As I ittle con-
sistency in the choice of equipment or the design of rooms.

(Foy a valuable, though dated, survey of teleconferencing

system designs, see (Hough, 1977)._ For telemedicine, ,see

(Bennett et al., 1978).

The following points are4k5ortant to note in choosing

equipment.

ti

oir

1. The Matching of equipment characteristics to user
needs and situational constraints requires
considerable attention. Among the problems which
have occurred are: a remote462ntrol zoom lens was
too slow for a crisis sitraTion in ,a hospital
setting; equipment was not sufficiently protected
against dust; the wrong microphones were selected
for a situation where there was much .background
noise; the video monitors were too small and placed
too far away for a user group which consisted of
many people with poor eyesight. Knowledge about the
user group ,and the situation where equipment will
be placed must inform the criteria for selecting
equipment.

2. in isle it is valuable (and Often required by
government agencies) to obtain more thanone bid
on equipment, it is foolhardy to choose equipment
on the exclusive basis of the low bid. Low bid is
one importlant criterion for selection, but only one
of the criteria which,should be employed.

q 3. Often, equipment must be modified_ or adapted for a
PUrtiCular situation (e.g., use of a nonstandard
lens for a camera or enlargement of a keyboard for
computer conferencing by handicapped people). It

ts impdrtant to identify what adaptation will be
required and 'to choose a manufacturer and install-
er who are abP6 to make these adaptations.

4. It is better to purchase off-the-shelf equipment
(which is cheaper,' more readily available, and
tested in use) provided it meets the needs of the
application. There- ari.t, important except.ions, e.g.,
projects which rejected,off-the-shelreq ent and
designed their own, with 'positive resli (the
Educational Telephone Nt,twork at tip..lniv ty of
Wisconsin-,Extension, and the PhiIadelph a blice
Department). Note, however, that these were lOng-.
term evolving projects', not field trials or demon-
stration projects. -

5,. Installation and repair of equipment are so impor-
tant (see 8.4), that the quality and availability
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of the associated services should be included in
the criteria for Selecting equipment.

It'has been a common experience that some equipment had

to be changed after a project was under way. This has

happ ened because the original choice: was not appropriately

spedified for t.h needs of users; was too costly to operate;

or dad -not perform as specified by the manufacturer. ' In

addition, problems have been reported when discontinued

models of equipment 1.4erelourchased (replacement parts were

not available).

The variations in need from pne user group to another,

or from one room or situation to.anbther, mayo-preclude the

development of simple telecommuncation packages that work

well for many users/situations. The development of success-

ful equipment packages is likely to depend on'the degree'to

which applications emerge in groups with similar equipment

needs and whether manufacturers can develop modular packages

where each' component of the package has a number of

interchangeable,units which can be selected to match the

needs of particular applications.

8.3.1 Equipment reliability. Generally, users expect

a high degree of reliability. from equipment. When they .do

not get it, their reactions will vary in'.relation to: their

expectations (e.g., physicians` are less tolerant of equipment

breakdowns .than, para-professionals); degree of need; whether
I "

use is 'voluntary; and other positive aspects of the

experience (e.g., whet)kr they enjoy using the system).

In order to safeguard against unreliable equipment, it

is useful to build'redundancy into the technical systeM. In

thi, way, one may switch to the alternative or backup
, .

equipment rather than lose communication entirely or continue

with bad eq,14pment until repairs can be made. 'Redundancy is

generally more im rtant in the audio equipment. InmoSt
situations where there is an audio and video domponent, sOme,'
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intera'ction is possible by audio alone. hhcn 1mA,

video alone is typically not sufficient to .continue the

interaction. The audio backup which is used most commonly is

a telephone. A telephgne link, which supplements a cable,

satellite 'or microwave link, cart be used under ngrmall.

conditions as a back channel, i.e., a channel for Conveying

information which one does,not want to be heard in t.he p ime

channel. Then, when, audio problems ate experienced the

prime channel, the telephone link can substitute -t--ile prime

channel for communication, In addition, a separate emergency

phoninumber:has been used in audio conferencing and computer

Iconterencing"to provide users with immediate access to help

...../
when they arecut off or are experiencing problems. aw.e.

. .
4t

Finally, the rbliability of a' telecommunication system

is affected by the reliability' of any other systemS with
, .

which it interconnects. Fot example,- at, Case-Western

Reserve, the telecommunicatioj system was dependent upon the

r paging system at.the hospital to help find the doctor and

establish a conction. The average response time of a

d tor:was "overlong; s444:a reulekof the hospital'st inade-
.

y te paging system (Case Western /Cleveland Telemedicinera
Project, Final Report, 1977).

8.4 Equipment Installation and Repair

Mahy projects report that tFe installation of equipment

presented more problems than expected. There are relatively

few individuals and/or companies who are highly experienced

in installing' interactive telecommunication 'equipment.

tstallataon nearly always involves "debugging." Often,

nsufticient time and personnel are budgeted for this task.

,Debugging may be viewed as consistindot at least two phase.

The first phase involves those problems which the installer
1

or technical staff uncover. The second phase involves thos

66 Vt).
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problems which are discovered only wherk users get their hands

on the equipment (Lewis, 1977).

It is valuable to lAarn' from the lessAs of many

projects which depended upon installation assistance from a

(,company wh ch was far away (Peoria, Camkidge Telemedicine

Project, RCTV, among others). A potential installer who

will
rnot beavailab,le to come back many times for repairsan'd

debugging is not adequate.,

,Discussions with project managers who are satisfiec\

with how their equipment works, reveal a common element: a

first 'rate technician on-site of available on a regular basis

(INTERACT, Massachusetts General' Hospital, Nebraska Veterans

Administration Hospital, Philadelphia Police Department,

among others). Recru *iting such a person is difficult under

any Circumstances. It is made more difficult if insufficient

salary is budget0, or if an agency's-policy requires that

the technical person be recruited internally from 'department

staff (whel the existing staff does not have experience with

this type of equipment). When a project cannot have a
r

full-time technician, or chooses not to, a reliable and

available repair serviice

'project (Department of

is essential. Indeed, for -one

Energy) repair. service was an

overriding factor in choosing among available systems, i.e.,

those concerne'd chose a somewhat more expensive system where

repair service wcwird be out of their hands and guarteed,

rather than a somewhat less inexpensive service where repair

-service would be more problematic.

8,4.1 Special problems in audio installation. Most

some degree of difficulty

problems are, reported as

computer problems. The reasons for4this appear to-be:

1. Implementers generally place audio far down on the

list of things to worry about. In most projects

projects which have had. an audio component have e;e2rienced41

in achieving good audio.

more common than video

Audio

and/or,
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which have%an audio and a video component,',greater
and earlier attention is given to video.

2. Audio disruption affects the flow of communication
more than Video disruption. As a' consequences
users notice bad audio very quickly.

3. There are several intrinsically difficult problems
related to audio communication (e.g., feedback,
background noise, unwanted "capturing" of the
channel in a voice-switched system) which require
careful attentiOn in each application.

8'4.2 Unanticipated problems*, Nearly every project

has encountered some unanticipated problems. These have

included, among others* late delivery of equipment; a local

strike; unexpected disruption frqm dust- which penetrated.

equipment. The likelihood of unanticipated problems requires

that flexibility be Wilt into the implementation effort,

both in terms of personnel time and budget.
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CHAPTER NINE

'Users

.9.1 Introduction . ,_ .
-

The projects we have studied are concerned with

innovation:- The innovation always involves the new use of a

telecommunications service. Often, however, it involves mirth

more: e.g., reorganization of the delivery of education,

health care, or legal services. Consumers of the latter

services are not necessarily users of the technology. In the

.
Irvine Two-Way Cable Television Project, for example, the

service consumers were users of the technology; in the Boston
. ,

.Nursing Homes TelemecUdine Experiment
they were not. We

shall refer to providers and clients in these situations,

reserving the term users for those directly served by the

telecommunications-system.
.

Sometimes existing service-delivery organizations q4011111.

to be redeSigned; sometimes new organizational enti1 ies have

'to be formed. In these cases, .individuals who wok in the

user-syttem may be affected by, or capable of affecting, the

innovation even though they are not necessarily users of-the
,

technology.

Benefits overall'do not imply benefits for all. There

are almost Certain' to be those who willvpe
threatened by the

Innovation or who would expect more from an excludecealterna-

tive. Some may be powerless and irrelevant.
Some may be

powerless, but relevant on ethical grounds.
Others may be in

a position, directly er'.indirectly,
actively. or passively,
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now or later to sabotage the new service. Unleey a

successful appeal can be made to their altruism, unless ley

can be co-opted, unless they are bought Off; or ,unless they

are kicked oft, there will be trouble. Nor should one

underestimate the amount of time it takes for those who are

favorably inclined to implement the financirchanges which

may later.be necessary to)he awryivp1 of the project.

9.2 Predisposition to Use the 7plecommunications System.

People will not use a Xvice if they do not know of

,pits existence. They are unlikely'to choose to do so unless

they expect the experience to be- satisfactory. In this

section, we shall consider the roles of' publicity, initial

experience, and expectations of technical quality.

9.2.1 Publicity. When a telecommunications compor4ht

is introduced into a redesigned, public service, it is very

likely that prospective users will know about it.8 Lack

Of publicity has, however, frequently been proposed as an

important factor in the lack of success of-telvconferencing

projects. Nevertheless, an attractive service may be

successful in generating' much of its publicity by word of

mouth; high awareness of a service may be a consequence as

well as a cause of success. Since -causaldty is bi-

directional, past failures may too often have been blamed on

poor publicity. It was rarely cast in the role f culprit in

our survey.,

The purposes of publicity are: (1) to attract poten-

tial users to a demonstration or persuade them to try a

system once; (2) to make them receptive if its use_ is

suggested by others, and; (3) to provide them with such

8
This is not necessarily true of prospective

clients for the public service, as is shown by the need. to
publicize the high school equivalency courses to potential
students in Spartanburg.
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information as is necessary to Lind out how% to try-or to use

the system. This must be done 'without creating false

expectations. To achieve the firsttwo it ma'y'be necessary'

to raise the value that prospective users place on the goals,
y

the service is intended to serve! e.g., responsiven ss,

&voidance of delay,'better coordination, and so on.

9.2.2 Initial experience.' Projects .are' particularly

vulnerable to unfortunate early experience (Champness, 1972).

. Disappointed users are unlikely to recommend' a system to,

otherS and they are less likely to return themselves. At a

later stage, within the oontex of successful prior

experience, occasional difficuhties are less serious. Yet it

is at, the start that problems are more likely. Technical

malfunctions are more probable; users 'and, if relevant,

operators) may make mistakeg; and there is less understanding

of when it is appropriate to use the system.

9.2.3 Expektatiods regarding technical performance.

Inexperienced users may be unable to distinguish between

technical malfunctions and unskilled use pf a system. They

will not know ..what quality to expect; so they may assume that

what they experience on a bad day is typiCal--- Their

expectations may be unrealistically high as, fir example,

when 'they expect broadcast standard television in. a

videolconference

These Rrob ems can be aggravated when part of the

telecommunication ystem is outside the direct control of the

project team and it introduces uncertaihty intaCthe overall

technid'al performance. Examples are telephone line connec-

tions between audio-conferencing terminals and computer

hetworks which give certain customers higher priority in the

use isf available computer time.

The really troublesome problems in this area arise when

the project team itself does not know what technical

pert rmance.to anticipate. This is not as 1..inusual as one
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might. expect. It t:3 ytneially unSoicItt_I With new Lech-

nology, subcontracted technical services, and lack of time

to clot operations of delay in deliNiery of the

equipment.

9.3 'Arranging to Use the System

The process which, must take place between the' decision
-

to use the'syStem and actually doing so varies considerably

from one project to another. Nevertheless, there are some

relatively common features which deserve attention:

availabilety of the other parties-; availability of the

system; and necessary preparations.

9.3.1 Availability of the other parties. character-

istic of all "real-timed person-to7person tellommunications

systems is that there needs to be at least one person at the

other end(s).. If the terminal equipment is not where the

others happ en to be, the use must be arranged in advance.

Scheduling may also be ne!essary to avoid interrupting other

impor tant activities. Conversely, systems which are used

on-demand by one party will interrupt the ongoing work of at

least one other. 4 )
o Prearrangement is relatively straightforward for use s

which ate arranged according to a fixed schedule--e.g.,

teaching applicatons and routine teleconferences. Nor does

it seem to have been regarded as troil41esome when the

alternativwould have been an in-person business meeting.

There,have, however, been cages of resentment when the need

to be available at short notice has been disruptive. This

has happened".in some telemedicine projects and typically it

is the more senior person, who is interrupted. There is also

a suggestion'Oatiwithin a, corporate context junior staff may

be.reluctant to _initiate communication with senior staff over

a new system.

9.3.2 Availability of the telecommunication system:

Availability is-amattesr of how easy it is to have the use of
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the system when one.wants it. In contrast to accessibility

(discussed in section 8.1), low availability does not often

seen to have' been associated with users' rejection of a

system. It is more a problem of high' acceptance (for

example,.in the Phoenix Criminal Justice System).

A few difficulties have arisen with satellites, as when

their availability, has constrained usage to an inflexible

weekly schedule. A ,final point to note is that the .pro -

tedures set up to check availability and confirm reserva-

tions may themselves constitute a barrier to using the

system.

-9.3.3 Set-up. In some situations, users may have to

come involved in time-consuming procedures prior to using

the telecommunication ..system.' A good example is a nurse
4

having to -----prpare'a patient for a "teleconsult." Some of

thege obstacles may be removable, at least in paKt; Others

must be taken into account in'advance consideration of usage

and econoMics.

In addition, same _applications of interactive tele-

communications require ti,me to set up equipment. This is

particularly the case when there is a video component to.the

system (which insome cases can require an hour to set up).

Set-up sh-Ould _be- started before the user is scheduled to

begin a conference or training session, not at the beginning

of scheduled usage. .

9.4 Training

Two quite different types of training may be required

in a project:' training in the use bf the telecommunication

system, And training for a new organizational role. In the

Boston Nursing Home Te+emedic ne Experiment, on the one hand,

training of nurse' practition s for.their new role was a

major undertaking requiring a most a year, but virtually no

training was necessary in the use of the technology. Iii the

Reading Project, on the othe,r hand, important subsets of
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users needed to develop significant a0ditional ski4.-Is in

operating the syStem: The following remarks pectain to

training in use of the technology.

Beliefs 4dout practical and acceptable limits on

training will ave in.fluenced- the techniCal design of a

system. Thus, he need- fdr users to, operate controls in

Picturephone® Meet1Icig Service is minimized. This accords

with a strong school(ofthought that such systems should be

as simple to use as possible. Ih Irvine, California and in

the Reading project, a different philosophy prevailed. In

these two-way, television systems users had decidedly
.

non-trivial tasks to perform. -(This makes good sense: one

,2anassume that school children and retired people have the

time and desire to accept the challenge.)

In some projects, training has to reflect a greater

need for skills on the part of some users,, than of others.

(The travelling paramedics, in the STARPAHC Project provide an

example.) In others, for example computer conterencing, the

need is more symmetrical. Notice that sometimes a certain

level of instruction will be needed by those who do not get

to use. the system (e.g., NAS.p trained secretaries in groking

arrangetepts for teleconferences; in Phoenix, wardens needed

instruction in procedures necessary to allow a prisoner to

communicate privately with the public defender).

Despite the variety of p (fleets in this field, a fet4

general statements do stand opt First, even if a system4is,

very simple to operate, there'' is generally/ a value -'° in

allowing intended user's Ito try it out on a LdeMonsteation

basis, when Mistakes do not matter, before using it "for
ti

real." Second, whether instructions are written or presented

in=person, there agreement that, where possible, they

should -be offered on a colleague-to-colleague basis, rather

than "handed down "` by the specialidts. There Have been'

occasionswhen this desideratum has not been met.- A third
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and related observation is 'that peer training seems, to work
I

well "in a variety of projects. Finally, there will be a
--

period .of. time -after a user knows how to use
c

a system

properly,- before he or .she is comfortable with it.

Continuing encouragement and reinforcement is necessary, or

at least desirable, during this period, in-which'the novelty

of the medium may distract the user:

9.5 Resistance to Innovation

A technical innovation may be interpreted by users in a
. .

variety of ways. The user may feel:

1. "This is something that can help me do what I want
to do." . -

2. "This
/' is something that will replace me."

3. "This is something that will upset my normal
routine."

A few of the reasons which lead people to feel (.1), (2), or

(3)A are discussed below.
df

9.5.1 Need for associated ch@nges. As noted in the

preceding chapter,' the introduction of a new telecommuni-

cation system may bring with it the need for change in the

operation and -strucnie of a user organization. There is

ample' evidence that individual.s resist organizationpl

change..

Change may also be required in the way that people

conduct their work. It has been observ4" for instance, that

greater discipline is necessary in teleconferencea than in

face-to-face meetings. More attention needs to .be pal.d to

the precirculation of papers, for example, and to estimating

how long the "meet g will last.
t.

6There may also'-be a need fr change in related payment

systems.' Although, in the prolects we examined, it was very

much the exception that payment had to be made on a per use

basis; this issue does loom 7r the field. Note the need to
,

4,

arrange-tor reimbursemento physician-extenders,services atj/ the end of the experimen 1 phase of the Boston Nursing Home
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Telemedicine Project (in this case payment Lar the service

supported by the telecommunication service, rather than the

latter itseif). An4example,.directly related to the use ci.f\....01°

the telecommuncation system, arises with. i)turephonee

Meeting Service. Problems will arise for users if an

employer's accounting system does not easily accommodate its

charges. Even when use of telecommunications option would be

economical; it, may seem extravagant if it is implicitly

compared with the cost of a telephone call.

9.5.2 , 'Pressures of .demand. ,/ A new telecommunication

service, intended to increase or extend a social service

(e.g., health care) to those previously poorlli-sery d,, may

increase the r4fessure of demand on professionals without

increasing resources essentialikin meeting it. If a profes-

sional is busy all the time and knows that .the new telecom-

munication service will not'save time, why should he or she

bother-with it? There may indeed be benefits attached to the'

new telecommunication service (e.g.,. reduced operating

costs), but these are typically benefits for the institution,

not the professional.

A4elated phenomenon occurs with person-to-person on-

As noted above, if it is

it may -umps,(l interrupt the

This is not a new problem;

However, whereas a business

screens or postpones tele-

communication, the users of new telecommunication

services may reject the gr-v7ice entirely/ or complain until

the appropriate manger removes it.

demand telecommunication services.

available on-demand for ore party,

ongoing work of another person.

it occurs with the telephone.

may have a secretary whoperson

phone

.40

9.5.3 Loss of valued side beri fits. Especially for

teleconferencing systemi conceived as substitutes for long -

distae travel, it is frequently' remarked that prospec-

tive users may be reluctant to, torego pleasures they derive

trorn business , travel to an attractive distant location.
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In our Aprni9p; this' issue- is probably emphasiied unduly":

(e6hig.ti',becal4e much travel is to' locations which .offer no

personal .attraction and because much mere is_involved than

direct subititlition ,for business tray ) . Fictwever, tfiere

anottLer type of, possible loss hick ,has received -little

in-Pdison commun tic:6 may sometimes be valued

intrinsically, wifile telecommunication would 'tlot.loe. (i.e.,'

. people may sometimes derive pleasure irdiri the in-perso

...communication process, as wetii. as value_it'as a means to some

'o-tber end).:
,"

9.5.4 Reduction autonomy and Status. To:teach via,

. television maes a teaoher,more.open to evaluttion by others.
,

-

In some cases, nurses fear that 'a telemedicine system'(or the'

piotocols'%associatedewith it) will lead to more frequent
.\ .

.

-checking 9f their way of w6i.king by dOctors. In gener py-
/

offering an ,' additiOnai -me
.

s - of -oommunicat a

telecommunication system brin s with it the possibility of

reAlucing- the uoi-tomy,of,th0 e whd may have deriVed, dome,
--,,

benefitS. from 'traditional , barriers to communication.
IF

-.
'it

Y
01

Associated with'a'Ctgal or pOcceived loss in autonomy may. be Nr.
*Pe . . . ,

_.....--.(

anlaadel or perc-.A eliflea dropfin-staltUs.,,
-i.,...

altos
. .

" .,

.

.

9.5.5 Possible i fyi ent of professional or legal
,,,

users
. 4

-standards. , Prospective have sometimes peen -concerned A

1
,

that use -of a telecoiroUnidations System would, in certain
,_- , .

....ietuat!i.oris, be a4 infritlqement of sOmepgofessional standard
4 ..,

or regal reguiremdnt. Examples are patients' rigtits to

privacy and an ?accused's right to "confront " hostiae
, ,,

.

viitnesses. . The other side .of this coin is when a change' in
. , ,

. .. .

rules creates a problem to which telecommujuication may

411::

51

,provide .part of

in Philadelphia'

arrest. and appearance

police vide0 telephone
:

the solution. An example is the cogrt ruling'

mandating a shoten time pered4between

efore a" judge4 protlem "which the'

helped .to solve.

e

ir
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9.5.6 Neglect of more pressing problems.

individual may be keenly aware of much more pr problems

in his or'her work environment, than those at which the new

telecomMunications service is directed. The new service may

, be resented, as diverting'attention and/or funds away from the

former.

these.problems 'are mitigated,

piofessional can b

A
vecan,treat or serve m

4

to some deg'ree,'if'the
t.

required to use the system; if he or she

e people and thereby make more Money by
#u sing the System; or if it relieves the 'professional of a

travel assignment ,which tie Or she does not want. However,.

- these koblee remain a serious barrier to the successful

implementation of a telecoMmunicationvervice for prollbr.
'Or

sionalS.

6 \the User Environment

Certain features of the users' organization may affect

the prospects for innovation.

.6.1 Morale. We have come across a projects in

which morale in the user orga nization was 19 when the new,

telecommunications system was introduced. Neither succeeded.

Cultural ; and ethnic barriers,, In' a few'

projectS, communication '' problems were -,associated wit%

cultural or ethnic differences. In all Cases they seem to

have been overcome.

9.,i1:3
.

Turnover. The higher the turnover:, of' the
. , -------*--

prospective bser popuAion; the, more continuing will be the

need for,pub/icity and training, though it is possible that

,both these may be -provided pn a peer bates by users who
0 - -

/

1

,

Exogenous cha §es. Projects are particularly

Susceptible' to changes. their user,--environOent.

changes

may have ,a positive impact, :though more ptten'they

seem to have a rtegatik one: removing the "need" for the.

U
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service or removing from the scene someone whose support is,

-important to the innottation: They may also damage the

research design-.

New The problem is inescapabLe. Field trials And demon-

s projects are, by ddfinie tiOn, undertaken in-the "reals

4,rld." Change is characteristic Of the'veal 'world.- //The

-longer the project lasts, the greater .the chance of a ,filajor

.

change occurring. 40In some cases, fortunately, the longer a

project lasts, the more it 'has become.robusC against poten-
00,

tially adverse changes and able to -profit. from potentially
.

favorable ones.
.

9.7 Cwercoming Resistance to Innovation
.

.- 4.11-

-In concentrating upon threatening consequences, the, /

0
preceding. sections have painted a rihei -gldoMy

Many of the effects also have positive counterparts which may

rein -force adoption of a new system. The associated changes

which need to be made may remove irritants. The innovation 4

*may bring its own valuable 'side benefits for individual

users. It may increase autonomPand/or raise status. It .pay

improve job security by:enabling individuals to make greater

contributions to Organizational objectives -., It may make'it

easier to meet professipnal and '14a1 standards. And the
s

innovation may be seen as an attempt to tackle fundamental

problems. -

Moreover, some _oft thee threats or' dosses may be

imaginary.. Thus, after piocturephonel, was used in-Phoenix for

the arraignment of defendants w,ho were pleading not guilty,'
%

some dellpd,{ints complained about not being able to put their

c4n story to the judge. This opportunity woGld not, however,
4

haVe been available if the .detendants ,were pYeading. of
stage _in bhe traditianal,mannor.

Ie-

In dIalirig with these -issUes, matter w ther
J

use 4 a system is N2Ipluntarly or'mandated.. A policeman be

told by his superidr to use,a-telecommunication system, for a

4
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given purpose/ whereas AT&T tius to market their teleconfer-

encing services. ,However, even when a user groZip is required

10 use the equipment, resistdre can manifest itself through

complaints and opoor work that is attributed ,dio the tele-

communication system. '

-Some projects have exhibited .1 sensitive approach in

dealing with resistance to,innovation. Care was taken to

'anticipate predictable probleks of this kind and to se'llse_

others as they emerged (e.T., by use of sensitive personnel

in the#field, by-allocating time or,"feeling ,around," by use

at sophisticated incident-reportng systems) . , f users,are

treated as partners in the process of innovation, they .or
.

tneir ror,rc sentatives may play a useful part in overcoming

the problems.

In one project which. was treated as a partnership we

noticed that users' developed the self-image of pioneers' and

iuse of the telecomm nication system was encouraged or

purposes which were personally rewarding as well as fog
f % I

which were immediately "useful." The way prospective users

are involved in .the design and management of the innovation,

,anod their relationship with the project team,can be expected
.

to affect' the ease with,whichiresistance is overcome. These

topics, among others, will. bei, consieered':in, the follOwing

.11

qhapter.-

A

V

t
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CHAPWR TEA:

Management of the Implementation Process

_ This chapter treats: the composition of the implemq,n-

tation team;, communication among team members; how and when

to involve users in implementation; issues related to payment

for the system and services provided through the system!'; the

transition from field- trial' to ongoing operatiol; apd the

length of time required to implement a project.
.1.

10.1 Composition of the Implementation Team

In'aine sense, it is not helpful to 'say that the quality

Of 'the implementation team will affect the outcome of a

project.* "Quality" is an intangible concept, whereas All

time vs. part, time or paid vs. voluntee; are tan ible

categories which can be researched, reported, and tert as

criteria' in putting
.

together a ,teame Yet the tangible

Categories, to be discussed subsequently, are merely threads

which can.davert attpntion troni the whole cloth of quality.
i

Purther,,judgment about quality, are' inevitably subjective.
.

what follows are some :eidelines which ray help in the,

process of assembling a good team, but' they should not be

taken as strict criteria for selection.

* , .

Often, a team responsible for implementation is

eventually superseVed by a team responsible for managing&an
ongoing service. The ,Changeover may be a gradual' process in .,

i some cases. In projects whie'h%evolve over a long period, the
'same team may have both responsibilities.% . .
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I
10.1.1 Insiders vs. outside s. An issue of:tigniti-

.

cance to most of thep rojects we examined is the composition

and ratio of insiders -.to outsiders on the implementation

teats. \ The implementation team, as the term is used here, is

a broad category which, inclAides project managers, 'trainers,

technicians, researchers and evaluators (insome situations),

and others who participate -in getting a project up' and

going.

In some instanc es, the implementation _teim hag betn.

predominantly internal (e.g., the Philadelphia Police

I

Department); in other instances, the implementation team

consisted largely of people who were not part of the

user group (e.g., the Phoenix Criminal Justice

where the intended :user group predominates

intended

System):_

the

for

Most

only,

On

implementation tam, '.outsiders 'are often used

installation of equipment and technical consultation.

of these applications are intended fon service delivery

with little or no 'research component. Where the intended

user group does not predominate on the implementation team,

an outside university, government agency, or manufacturer is

most often in. control for .purposes of °. field testing or

research. Most of these applications intend service delivery

only as a means to an end (e.g., a Tese,irch °question) or a

possible byproduct Of a field test (i.e., if the field test

proves successful).
I

There is no evidence which suggests that a project will

Al. be more successful with any particular ratio of insider5 to

outsiders. In any case, the composition of a team and ratio

of inside& to outsiders often change over time. one

typical pattern, outsiders predomi,nate at the vetry start;

insiders join the team duripq thedesign stage; and outsiders

withdraw as the, project passes from trials or demonsitration
,

statue into Operational status. Anoti per common pattern is:

insiders only ...at the very start; outsideirs (e.g.,. tele-
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communications consultaiktg), and more insiders join in the

design stage;' and finally, outsiders awl some insiders leave

as the project becomes established.

Some potential problems with outsiders are: _they.may

not know the particular situation Where the project is being

implemented; they may not be on, ''site when they are needed;

they may not be concerned with day-to-day problems;

users may resent.their presence. Some potential
.

with insiders are: they may not be knowledgeable about the

te1ecommunication system being installed; they may not know

broader picture of, how and why telecommunications has

worked/not worked elsewhere-; and they* may -be unable or

unwil..ing to negotiate with other agencies or groups who are

- involved in the. project. --Recog.nition that, one' or mctAT- of

these problems are likely to be present in a particular

situation. should influence, the choice of an insider or

and some

problems

outsider to plf904 the task(s).
.

,

-For example,.

outside agency controls a project, it is valuable

inside, local person to have a 'visible, active

managing on site. This 's particulgrly impor tant

project director is

the time, skills,

day-to-day (pr

V..1..2

with project diredtors

tsirde researcher who may.

inclination

n site:

-time vs. part-time personnel.

when an

for an

role/ in

th

t have

to be6ome av64-ved in

indicate a prefer

personnel, where possible]

10.1.3 Pttier responsibilities ofproject personnel:

When part or all of the staff is non-salaried, borrowed from

an outside agency, or shared with another group, it is

important to know that they are willing and able to commit

the energy and attention necessary to do a good job. Many

projects hive experienced problems because a staff member was

no.t paid by- project _funds and had many responsibilities

Discussions,

ce for full-time
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outside the project (for the institution or agency which was

paying his or her salary).

10.1.4 Working with engineers. In some situations,
-

there is a. conflict between engineering consultants/techn-ical
4

staff and planners/manager/users. The planner, manager and

user often do n ot have sufficient technical competLce to
.._

argue with an engineer about,the design ar use of a system.

The engineer's pose ion, may be based -tftl persbna4 preference

Or.1_ convenience, notr teChpical feasibility On the other

side, ot manager can force an engineer into a situation that'

compromises technrcal soundwss. There ,as no simple solution

to this. It does point out the importance of a good working
4 '

relati(rship between engineer and maager, and flexibility by

both. '.th addition, there can be substantial value, in haviig

0

access, to engineering advice which is inciependentz- of the

company providing a transmission service (e.g., a cable

'television company, a telephone company or inVallers of

microwave equipment).

10.2 Communication Within the Implementation Team

roor communication among components of the implemehta-
.

tam has been associated with many diffidlilties. It has

led to- poor coordination bf tasks, inattentism to user

problems, and in some cases, mistrust. r

10.2.1 'Recognizing different styles ofwork. kuseful

first step in developing communication links Q.to. recognize

Variations in 'styles Of work among -components of .the team.

It 1, better to accommodate work 'styles, building

communication links around t em, than to 'impose procedures

which are likely to be resisted. For examW, l.engthy report

wri ting is. resisted by so, groups.
#043,1

0 . 2 . 2 Trust, inspiration, ana heroes. The commune-

cation among team members should foster trust and teamwork.

T-±e social.gbals of the rOject (or simply knowledge by a
team member that he'or she is participating in a pioneering,

, 84
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activity) can be a source. of inspiration. And a project hero.

or product champion, viewed assuch by team members, can

,be highly, beneficial to 'a project. . All of these values,

reflectan awareness that: implementing a XelecomAtnication

'applidation.is a process of human interaction. This aware-

ness has been misping from some projects.

10.2.3, Communication flow. Communication, withim a

project team, can ;low in three directions: down (director to

staff); up (stiff AI director).; and across (among staff,

among managers, etc.). All three are important. Nearly all

projects have mechanisms for flow in a downward 'direction

(e:g., printed memos, guidelines, and procedures). Most have

mechanisms for communication to flow across (e'.g., informal'

talk among- peers),- -but-----relatively few have had ways for

communication to flow upward. . The latter is crucial: for

building trust and learning about problemi before they get.

out of hand. Ohe mechanism for creating such communication

is a.reAular, open staff meeting where problems.canbe aired

414
'(Reading, Pennsylvania). It is also. possible to encourage

such communication, if the boss visits with individual staff

members and asks "What'are the abblems "

The communication flow between mgna ment and staff is

made more difficult if the 'director o

manageme team are not on site with the

- cases, equent: visits by managers are .imp

access to .management- at -a'- distance by phone

parts of the

ff. In such

taut, as is

s from

project staff. .

10.2.4 Monitoring probleils. It is Ipt sufficient to

wait for problems .to arise iMfull bloom. The implementation

team should actively look for emerging problems.- Three ways

to do this area (1) employ personnel in the field who are

sensve Co eme;ging problems; (2) valloce.specific time

for staff and management to "fee 'afound" for such problems,

*

ip
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dhdi (3) use sophisticated incident. reporting techniques (in
4

the STARPAHC Project these are called "trouble reports").
* -

The systematic reporting of problems enables management to

distireguish chronic problems from occasional difficulties and

helps prevent' problems 'from slipping through the cracks

simply because they do not/use a major crisis each time

they occur.

/0.2.5 The language and length of memos and reports.

Memos and guidelines'bY projeCtmanagement to staff ,should be

written in clear, concise language. In some projects which

we examined, this was not the case. As a result, on-site

staff did not always understand the project objectives. At

the same time, reports which the staff are required to submit

may be resisted (or not written at -all) i the length and

detail required .are unreasonable a61 if they e not

allocated, specific time to do the report writing. Partic-

ularly for those v;hase, careers are built on report and

research writing, it, is useful itcOrbear in mind that many

workers find writing of any kind tobe difficult and t dious.

10.3 Paylhg for the Service' )

Problems related to payment for the telecommunication

service by a governmental or.sociak service agency a*e less

likely during 'a field trial or demonstration phat. During PO 1

4

this period, per-use payment is genefa ..not an. issue.

Typically, an agency or agencies have agreed to pay the bill

for a period of time and issues related to fut re payment. for

the service are ignored by the implementation team. this is

,a mistake unless it is known for certain t .t the service"

will not continue after the field trial o demonstration

phase.

Paythent for service_ is a relevant issue, rom day one,

for any application whiCh intends to contin operating

beyond .the end. of its 'trial or demonstration st tus, or to

leave open this possibility. The problems of finding a,
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means of covering costs, .discussed, below, r''quires serious

and early attention. 501r

A common problem is to find an existing budget category

within. an agency or institution which can pay for the

service. Alternatively, a budget category must'be created.

For example, if a telecommunication service is saving a

hospital or government,agency travel time and money,-canits

travel budget be used to .pay for the telecommunication

service? Often, it cannot and this' is a major, stumbling

block. To overcome it, a gteat deal of negotiating may be

necessary.

'Another problem arises when one agency agrees to pay

for-the field trial and a different agency is called upon to

pay for the operatidnal service. If the project becomes

labeled as belonging to agency A (because -it'sponsored, the

field trial), agency s may be reluctant to pick up the cost

later, for reasons of jealousy or fear that 'it will'nof'have

sufficient control over the system.

Many projects are supported by a group of'independent

institutions (e.g., hospitals} with some4form of affiliation

that is not binding. They share the costs of the telg-

"communication service,. Typically, each institution (there

may be ten or fifteen participating) must be convinced each

.ye&r that the system is valuable to them. THe work involved
4

.

in re-selling the System each year can be enormous. More -*

over, the entire system" may' be pieced in jeopardy if -one or.

institutions pull out.

In dealing withpthese problems, it is important to Star

early in theprbjecti If ,possible, one should work to make

payment for the service a regular budget 'item for the rel-

evSnt agncy. If the agehcy or group that mystultimately

pay for the service is different from the 'agency ors roup

paying for the fiej.d trial, one should involve the ormer

trom the "beginning ,(e.g., have it participate on an adviory

board).
4'

p.

a
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In general, it is necessary to discovehow'a service

becomes peqn.inent within the bureaucracy that As relevant to

a project and work to meet,' those standards. For example, in

the STARPAHC Project it was necessary' that each piece of

equipment be assigned a serial number from the U.S. Public

Health Service in order for it to become theirs after the

demonstration period, .and thus fall within standard budget

categories whichbcould pay for repairs and servicng'.

10.4 The Transition from Field Trial to Ongoing'Operation

In many demonstration projects, thereitis no clear or

stated intent at the beginning of the pioject to- continue
.

after the demonstratlon period, but such an intent e merges

later. In cases where. this Eat occurred, the transition

process has been very difficult.

In making a transition from demonstration project to

ongoing operation, it hips (1) relevant local agencies

are involved. from the beginning; (2) some local funding is

involved from the beginning, and; (3) users are trained to

become the trainers of future users. All of these initial-

tives are weakened ittlitey are begun a year or two into the

project.

10.4.1 Changing the source of funding. Projects which

rely on federal money for the demonstration or field trial

find that there are fe%ources of federal money for

ongoing operations,. As a consequence, the project _may ,
____

. attempt to create ne 1'4 s or forase ,s f the. systet in

order to obtain "demonstration" money for the new use. This

a common prattice. The problere.is that such a actice_

an create an ever increasing demand on the system wi out a4
,

similar increase in iesources. New money, intended for a ew

use, must pay, for the new use and the old uses f&' the

system. As a Consequence, resources are spread too thin.

An kite native to the above is for a project with

initial fundi ig from a federal source to subsequently ask

AP
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the state, citwor private institcition to pay (or, to ask

individual users). One problem in such a transition was

discuSsed in section 10.3 (i.e., where agency B doesn't want

-N to pick up the tab ofor a system. which everyone regards as

belonging to agency A). In addition, the new agency or user

who is now being asked to pay for the service will have to

feel the value of the service. Value is a tricky itsue. If

users have paid part of the cost of the project from the

beginning, it appears that4, they are more,likely to pick up

the full cost after the transition phase.

Especially where expensive equipment is used, the costs

which at recovered should presumably include a component for

depreciation. It is somewhat disturbing that this appears to

be unusual.

10.4.2 Preparing for user takeover. The operation of

a system cannot simply be "handed over" to the user group at

a set date. The new management team must be trained duping

the demonstration or field trial period. They must learn all

aspects of the system (technical, financial, organizatiOn'al)

that they will need to know before they are given- the "keys"

to the system. This suggestion would,appear to be common

sense, and it, is.: However, a host of pressures'and time

constraints on 4 'project team can easily lead them to ignore

these common sense requirements of a transition.

10.5 How Long for Implementation? ,
-J

In some instances, implementation was viewed only as a

matter of installing equipmeht. In most cases, however, ties

must be developed with user, organizations, .users must be

trained, and many other activities related to the service are

`necessity. These, nee ust be taken into account before

implementation 'commence

There is no simple formulg-for calculating how long the

implementation phase will require.. However, in many, pro-

jects,,managers reported that they calculated on the shore'

(
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on

1

sid , or were forced into a short ifilplementation phase

req irementS of their funding sources.

.

-
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CIMPTER EIfEN

Conclusion

,/
A major assumption underlying our study has received

widespread and. strong support from practitioners, in the

field, both, in interviews. ap4 ,as reactions to an earlier

working paper: 'problems of iMplementation siem generally t9

have been underestimited and they have received inadequate
ir

attention in the telecommunications literature.

However, drawing firm conclAions why the implemente-

,tion-of. some- projedts succeeded and that of other projects,

failed is difficult and dangerous. One.cannot assume

correlates of success-are causes; they may be effects. Even

when pne can be sure that one is dealing with9i*cause, it may

the, that the. problem in Tosillon had 'Multiple causes--that

this was the last] straw that broke .the camel's badk.

thelets,.we believe that several useful conclusions can be

:presented.

11.1 Nstuieof_the lnno1vation

Just what'is the nature of the innovation that is being

attempted? The importance of, 'being as clear ,as pOssiblte
4

about thi'at the start of a project stands-oat very clearly.

In all cases one is attempting morItthan the introduction of

a satisfactorily functioning technology into an organization.

Minimally, one'seeks, in additiqn, to cause some 'potential

%users to change, their behavior. Often the innovation is much

. 'more fundamental: a major change in organizational structure

1

9 1
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and operations, which.indOrporates.among..4.5 ,elements the us

of a new telecommunicaion system. 1

ft Organizational redesign on a radical scale is generally

acknowledgedto,be a difficult and risky business. It calls

for partnership between those knowledgeable about the type of

organization in 'question rand those knowledgeable about

telecommunicationi. There are obvious dangers in seeing the

major aspect as being telecoMmunication, rather than the

larger innovation which telecommunication makes possible. (/

'If the "money and people can .be made available,'it may

be\easier to create a. Wholly new organization, rather than

, remodel an existing ore. And certainly we have been struck

by the fact that many of the successful projects among those

we studied did createinew .organizations.

11.2 .Complications Particular to Field Trrals and Demonstra-

tlion Projects

In most of the field trials and demonstration projects'

we exiMined, there had generally been an implicit assumption

that Ihe-new service would be used. what ias thought to be

at issue waN the value. of,such.in relation to costs. This

assumption is unwarranted. It must' be made explicit and

su4jected to critical scrutiny.

The, value of an evolutionary appropph, in which the

service' is gradually brought up ,to. a- necessary. standard

can?iot be overestimated. Such an approach may. be difficult

given the fixed timescale and financing characteristics of

fpderally funded research and demonstration projects.

Agencies might obtain better value for, money if they were, to

fund Felatiirely more pilot prOjects of a modest kind.

Successful Pilots could then. beftme candidates for prOper

field trials or demons. n projectS.

11.3 Ingredients for Su ss

Theavoidance.or,solution of many. of the problems which

been ....isciissed in this port is only a matter of commonhave A

A

ti
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'sense. Is common sense really so uncommon? Probably not.

. It seems mor e reasonable to conclude that there are very many,

things that can go wrong, far more thai has generally bee.

appreciated, and that inevitaW.y some danger points receive

insgfficient 'attention. In .addition, reality generally

demaTids codipromi.ses. Maybe the space available fpr some .

terminal devices is less than ideal, but maybe it is,the only.

space4available. .`

-It is not sufficieht to know about 'the difficulties

which quite possibly may arise. They require close attention

together with.sufficierit time, Money'and personnel to sallow

them to be overcome.
1

Other diftithilties !hay be less'obvious in advance, bUt
4

experiences of others can now provide a warning. Already ..T1

this chapter we have repeated arlier,. points about dppre-
,

ciXing the nature..of the'target innovation and%the danger of.

Lmplicitly assuming that a new system Will 'be used.A tew.
. .

!

other useful generalizations appear to stand out.

One ti'ch conclusion is that a surprisingly large-number

of actor groups 'may be involved, each with its\own set of

; intests. 411y no means will they all be potential users of .

the new system. cancan be dangerous not to perceive

rplevant interest group in sufficient time. It can ,also be
A

'painfully time - consuming to give all of -them the time ,they

iequ-ire.
I

Associated with the multiplicity of actor group's%is the

fact that there are likely to be significant changes in:the

. environment of the. new system during the lifetime of a

Project. They may be beneficial, but %hey may .a.fso. be

4,
threatening. One must expect the unexpected and one Must

have the flexibility to adapt to kit. ,FUnds and persopne4,

for example, should' be assigned in such a way as to permit,

adjustment during the process of implementation.

44
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problems also arise iromt*the novelty or the media we

have studied. First, users may.cpefuse message wish 'medium.

A phySic'ian day writ` 'off interactive telyision in reaction

to sa, paeticuldr
/

encounter while using it. 'eCond, -users
t .

,initially will not know what technical'perf anc to.expect.

It may be difficult for them to distinguish results of
7'

equipment whiCh %is' 'poorly selected, installed' or operated

from intrinsic cpialities of the medium. The problem is

compounded -t the implementation team does not know what

standards to expect 4

Implementation is not an activity which can justifiably

be separated -trom 'concept development, technical design,

project planning and. the characteristic, of the related

organizat4onal system. All ghe elements at work in a

'situation must be in a process of mutual adjustment: the

'+jtelecommunication system must "find a home"within a social

and organizational context. The impl mepter.must.(1) under-
/. 4

stand the context; (2) be'prepared)to mold the innovation to

.the situation; and (3) work hard'Io.mak the situation recep-

. .tive to the innovatiian.

There is no.-.ore style of implementation that f is

superior in all situations." We have come across considerable

differences in' style. In some cases a "strong bobs" has

pushed an innovation with considerable success; in other,

cases this approaci has tailed. There have. been example of

'Successes in which users were treated as- fully participating

partners, in which they were treated to a "take it or leave

it" apprbach, in whichiSh'ey %were -ordered to use the new

system-: and in which.-"they were astutely, manipulated, Style,

like many other features of implementation, rriusi\,,be viewed in

relation to the c9ptext in which it 4s applied.

One Set of featutes F6em to' hold across. all

successful projects:

94
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o understanding of ip,dividual users

o understanding of the organizational or

community. cOnte4t*,

o understanding of the technology 1

o understandingof ale properties of the media

.concerned.

We cannot ar,gue that these are necessary precohditions

ty( success from the fact that they are Present among

successful projects. They may be'inci ental by-products of

success. It does, howevtr,'appear, en hentlY plausible to

conclude that any,implementatiOn teams uld incorporate such

understanding or have the ability to develop.it.

*it

t.1
J

*An exception is provided by public conferencing

syStems which must 'work across -a wide yariety of organi-

zational contexts. . 1
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